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ABSTRACT
A production cost modeling approach was applied to polymer composite part
fabrication techniques used by the aerospace industry for thermoset and thermoplastic
based composites, including autoclave molding and integrally heated closed tool molding.
Though less commonly used, compression molding was also modeled in order to show the
relative processing economics of this technique compared with the autoclave molding tech-
nique.
The production cost model sensitivity analysis showed significant savings in pro-
cess cost per pound of part and process hours per pound of part for thermoplastic com-
posite prepregs over thermosets. The autoclave molding of thermoplastic prepregs is clear-
ly not the more cost efficient technique for part fabrication. Compression molding came
closer to achieving optimal fabrication economics for thermoplastics as well as illustrating
the significant process cost and labor savings that can be achieved with this material.
Because of the better process economics which can be achieved with thermoplastic
composites, economics which also improve as part complexity increases, the cost of
thermoplastic fabric prepreg, currently at $90 per pound, does not need to decrease to the
current thermoset prepreg fabric cost of $50 per pound in order to compete. It was found
that thermoplastic prepreg cost must decrease to $72 per pound in order for a thermoplastic
prepreg part to match the final part cost of an autoclave molded thermoset prepreg part of
simple geometry, such as a flat panel. It was also found that the thermoplastic prepreg cost
must decrease to only $78 per pound in order to match the final part cost of a compression
molded thermoset prepreg part of complex geometry, such as an I-spar.
In addition, several automation systems used in the manufacture of composite parts
were assessed. Automating the tape layup step using current machine designs led to sig-
nificantly increased capital costs relative to the labor cost savings achieved. For fabric cut-
ting, the Gerber reciprocating knife and steel rule die systems were considered. The steel
rule die cutter was found to be the most cost efficient system. This system was used in all
of the cost model sensitivity analyses. The automation of the final part trimming step by
use of a 5-axis robotic router also led to lower trimming unit operation costs.
Several factors create barriers to the substitution of thermoplastic for thermoset
composite materials: 1) current high cost of the material; 2) long time and costly process of
qualifying a new material for use in the military or commercial aerospace industries; 3) the
reluctance of the US Air Force, as primary supporter of thermoplastic composite develop-
ment, to commit the funds necessary for investment in the best processing equipment for
thermoplastic composite processing.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Joel P. Clark
Title: Professor of Material Systems
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 HIGH PERFORMANCE THERMOPLASTIC AND THERMOSET COM-
POSITES
Thermosetting resins, in particular epoxies, have, during the last decade pro-
vided the major source of matrix materials for high performance structural composites
based on continuous fiber reinforcement. Those resins have demonstrated a good
balance of properties combined with convenient processing technology: the high per-
formance of components made from such resins has generated a new design philosophy
and a potential demand for an appropriate mass production process. As with any new
high performance material, the design philosophy has pushed the material to its limits
and identified certain property constraints - shelf life, water sensitivity and brittleness -
which appear inherent to that family.
Thermoplastic resins offer an attractive balance of properties to extend the use
of composite materials. The polymer chemistry of linear chain polymerization gives the
material an indefinite shelf life. Toughness of the resin phase can translate into im-
proved damage tolerance in the product, and crystallinity of the resin phase gives poten-
tial for excellent environmental resistance. Because of the resin's high glass transition
temperature (Tg = 140 C) compared with thermoset resin (Tg = C), thermoplastic
composite aircraft parts can withstand higher in-service temperatures. Finally, the
thermoplastic characteristic of the resin permits rapid processing due to no need for a
long thermoset resin cure cycle, the ability to reclaim scrap via injection molding, and
new strategies to repair damaged structures.
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These advantages may be viewed as decisive factors in determining the future
growth of the fiber reinforced plastics industry. That growth will be a partnership be-
tween the different classes of resin system, thermoset and thermoplastic.
1.2 COST MODELING OF THERMOSET AND THERMOPLASTIC PROCESS-
ING TECHNIQUES
This thesis investigates in what areas thermoset or thermoplastic composites
hold an advantage either from a composite part design or processing viewpoint. Using
a production cost modeling approach, varying combinations of part design (flat panel, I-
beam), material form (prepreg fabric or tape), layup technique (manual and automated
layup), and molding technique (autoclave forming with an open mold, compression
press molding with a closed mold) were tried to find where thermoplastics may hold an
advantage in part, labor, or capital costs over thermoset materials.
Three thermoset and thermoplastic composite part manufacturing techniques
most commonly used by the aircraft industry were modeled: 1) compression molding
with a closed tool; 2) autoclave molding with an open tool; 3) integrally heated closed
tool molding in conjunction with an autoclave (Figures 1 and 2).
In addition, several automated techniques were considered in each unit opera-
tion: 1) prepreg fabric pattern cutting by steel rule die or Gerber reciprocating knife; 2)
prepreg tape layup by manual or Cincinnati- Milacron automated tapelayer; 3) final part
edge trimming by manual or 5-axis robotic router (Figures 1 and 2).
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FIGURE 2. FORMING TECHNIQUES FOR THERMOPLASTIC PREPREG PARTS
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1.3 PRODUCTION COST MODELING
The production cost model methodology (1), based on a Lotus 123 spreadsheet,
takes into account the four factors of production: capital, labor, materials, and energy.
In building a model, a flow diagram of the manufacturing process, like Figures 1 and 2,
are composed. Within each process step, the four production factors are quantified
depending on labor rates, labor hour equations, production rates, production volumes,
material and per process step scrap factors, labor learning curves, equipment size and
cost scaling factors, overhead factory costs, special process materials such as tooling or
gases, and finally, capital costs of equipment. In order to tailor a model exactly to an
industry, an exhaustive series of interviews and factory visits is necessary.
The final result is a model which essentially simulates current manufacturing
technology for the aircraft industry. This model, then, becomes the base case from
which any small or large change in manufacturing technology can be assessed. This as-
sessment is performed through cost model sensitivity analysis. For example, one can
assess an increase in labor productivity affects final part cost, or how the addition of
automated equipment at any process step affects labor or capital costs. Furthermore,
production economies of scale for old versus new technologies can be simply and
quickly compared.
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1.4 PROCESSING COMPARISON FOR THERMOSET AND
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITES
By comparing the flow diagrams in Figure 3 for thermoset (2) and thermoplastic
(3 - 5) composite part fabrication, some of the differences in processing become appar-
ent.
1.4.1 THERMOSET COMPOSITE PROCESSING PROBLEMS
Thermoset composites are based on resins containing aromatic epoxy groups.
To process the resin into a finished composite part, it must go through a curing cycle: an
amine, anhydride, or Lewis acid catalyst is added to the resin to initiate an irreversible
polymer chain crosslinking reaction. The toughness of the final composite part is con-
trolled by adding varying concentrations of catalyst to control the crosslinking density.
Aerospace engineers (6 - 9) working with thermoset composite materials cited a
number of problems which occurred during thermoset processing. It was difficult to
guarantee repeatable part quality due to: 1) Variations in resin quality and prepreg
thickness from material supplier, 2) Part would be ruined if a hole formed in the curing
bag in which the part was contained during autoclave curing; 3) An optimal cure cycle
needed to be designed for each new part design. Material supplier suggested cure
cycles were of no use. Aerospace production engineers, with no training in chemistry
often did not know how to design an optimal cycle; 4) Thermoset resin autoclave curing
cycles average 6 hours. Since an aerospace factory has a limited autoclave capacity,
production flow bottlenecks were often created in front of the autoclave as parts lined
up to be autoclaved; 5) Autoclaves require significant energy inputs and high capital
14
FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF THERMOSET AND THERMOPLASTIC
COMPOSITE MATERIAL PROCESSING
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costs for purchase.
Besides the above resin related problems, the current manufacturing process
continues to be quite labor intensive even with innovations in composite part fabrication
automation of material pattern cutting, layup, and final part trimming. Adding to the
high labor costs, initial material inspection and refrigerated storage costs of the material
place an additional 12% penalty cost per pound of material purchased (6).
On the average, 9 - 12% of all thermoset composite parts are lost in processing
due to errors which occur in one of the unit operations (9). Along with thermoset
prepreg material lost due to bad parts, the current material scrap rates resulting from the
initial material cutting process average 15 - 25% (8 - 10). Since thermoset composite
materials are expensive- the average cost for the prepreg tape form in 1988 is $42 per
pound while the fabric form costs is $50 per pound- processing errors significantly
drive up the cost of a thermoset composite part (11). Because of the above problems and
penalty cost, the average value added by the part manufacturing process is quite high -
ranging from $100 to $150 / pound of composite part depending on part size, geometry
and manufacturing technique (12).
Figure 3 shows the steps to thermoset composite part processing including
material storage, layup, and resin curing. The material must be stored at 0 degrees C
with a shelf life of only three weeks (11). Storage costs add to initial material costs by
2% per pound of prepreg (6). The first step in processing the layup of thermoset resin
preimpregnated (prepreg) fabric or tape. Thermoset prepregs are "sticky" at room
temperature which means that, during layup, one layer will adhere to the previously laid
up ply. During layup, air is pulled out from between layers of the prepreg with a vacu-
16
um system and heat (2).
1.4.2 ADVANTAGES OF THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE PROCESSING
Because of the serious material property and manufacturing cost problems
which can not be overcome through automation, the obvious conclusion is to consider
alternative resin/ fiber systems which surpass two out of three of the limits to composite
use on military or commercial aircraft. The only one which can not be surpasssed at
this time is the high material cost. An alternative resin/ fiber material was chosen to
compare with the thermoset material, epoxy/ fiber. These resin systems have the poten-
tial to overcome the barriers to the use of polymer composite material on aircraft.
The U.S. Air Force at Wright Patterson has identified thermoplastics composites
as having the ability to significantly lower manufacturing costs and increase material
properties as well as improve part repairability in the field (16, 17). These factors, in
detail (18), are: 1) No long cure cycle is necessary which had previously accounted for
up to 20% of an epoxy/fiber part cost (19). The thermoplastic material can be shaped in
minutes This eliminates the need for the high cost autoclave and the production flow
bottleneck in front of the autoclave ; 2) no refrigerated storage is necessary and the
material has indefinite shelf life; 3) the material scrap, which averages 25% in
aerospace, has no value for epoxy parts whereas it has a value of $12.50/ pound for
thermoplastic material; 4) cumulative process step yields for epoxy/ fiber parts average
88%, whereas yields are estimated to be 96 - 98% for thermoplastics. Because
thermoplastic resins do not go through an irreversible cross-linking reaction, the
material, during part fabrication, can be reprocessed if errors are identified. These dif-
ferences in processing greatly lower the process step yields for thermoplastics compared
17
with thermosets.
Unlike thermoset composites, thermoplastic composites form a semi-crystalline
phase upon cooling to room temperature (13 - 15). The degree of crystallization, then,
needs, to be controlled in order to control final composite part properties such as tough-
ness. For true thermoplastics, the crystallization temperature varies with cooling rate.
If the cooling rate is slower than 1 degree C per minute, excessive crystallinity results
while cooling faster thatn 1000 degrees C per minute leads to reduced crystallinity. The
optimum window of cooling rate is between 5 - 500 degrees C per minute.
If this rate can not be achieved in processing, as may be the case with autoclave
molding of thermoplastic composites, a post - annealing stage with an oven set at 250
degrees C may be necessary.
1.5 RECENT THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE MATERIAL MARKET INTRO-
DUCTIONS
The recognition of the potential advantages offered by thermoplastic systems
has led to the introduction of a number of preimpregnated tape and fabric products for a
variety of material suppliers: Aromatic Polymer Composite APC-2 from Imperial
Chemicals (4), Ryton from Phillips Petroleum (21, 22), Torlon from Amoco (20),
Spiflex from SPIE Battignolles, and K-2 from Dupont.
Two distinct families are represented in this list. The polyimide systems- Torlon
and K - are reported to have high glass trasition temperatures, above 200 degrees C
(20). However, the recommended processing technology appears to include a post-cure
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process to obtain optimum properties. As linear chain, as opposed to crosslinked,
thermosetting resins they may be considered to occupy a middle ground between
crosslinkable epoxy and bismaleimide systems and true thermoplastics.
The second group which includes APC-2, Ryton, and Spiflex are based on
polyether etherketone (Tg 143 C), polyphenylene sulphide (Tg 90 C, and nylon (Tg 60
C), respectively: all may be regarded as true thermoplastics in that no chemical change
is invoked at the processing stage; all are semi-crystalline polymers have good solvent
characteristics.
1.6 DATA COLLECTION FOR THE THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE COST
MODELS
Thermoplastic composites, except for a few production parts, remain in R&D in
the U.S. However a few production parts do exist. The manufacturing data from these
parts was collected in order to form the thermoplastic cost models.
In 1986, the US Air Force gave Lockheed $4.5 Million to develop manufactur-
ing technology for fiber reinforced thermoplastics (23, 24). Hence, primary manufactur-
ing data for the autoclave model was supplied by Lockheed. Data was also supplied by
Grumman (25), Boeing (26), General Dynamics (19), Northrup (27), and Westland
Helicopter (28) and Rolls Royce (29) in England.
Primary manufacturing data for the thermoplastic compression molding model
was supplied by small firms in the U.S. and England contracted by Imperial Chemicals
(ICI) to make prototypes. These firms were Aeronka (30, 31) in the U.S., Specmat (32)
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in England, and Superform (33) in England.
Typical parts being made by the aircraft and job shop firms were highly com-
plex part shapes which took advantage of: 1) the ability to process thermoplastic
material repeatedly, 2) fast processing times; and 3) ability to easily form complex
shapes. Shapes such as radomes, structural ribs and spars, access doors, belly skins, and
fan housings have been successfully made by a number of techniques. Table 1 lists the
thermoplastic composite applications upon which the thermoplastic autoclave and com-
pression molding cost models were based.
A thermoplastic automated tapelaying technique was developed by Cincinnati-
Milacron which was used in the model (34, 35).
1.7 BARRIERS TO THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE USE
Several factors create barriers to the substitution of thermoplastic for thermoset
composite materials. The first factor is the current high cost of the material. However,
this value will decrease with increased material sales. Secondly, the US Air Force as
primary supporter of research and development for thermoplastic composites, while
willing to commit about $4 Million annually for R & D (17), has not also been willing
to commit the funds necessary for investment in the best processing equipment for
thermoplastic composite processing.
Finally, the long time and costly process of qualifying a new material for use in
the military or commercial aircraft industries inhibits the growth of use of thermoplastic
composites. Table 2 shows both the average costs of qualifying a new material and the
20
TABLE 1. THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT PART APPLICATIONS
PART PART THERMO-
PROCESS WEIGHT AREA PLASTIC
(1) LBS SQ.FT. COMPOSITE
ACCESS DOOR
TAILPLANE
RADOME
ACCESS DOOR
C-130
BELLY SKIN
ACCESS DOOR
7J7
WING RIB
F-5E LANDING
GEAR DOOR
FAN HOUSING
ANTENNA
SHELL
LEADING EDGE
ACCESS DOOR
FAN HOUSING
C-RIB
RADOME
ENGINE
FAIRINGS
AERONKA/ICI
WESTLAND
HELICOPTER
WEST LAND
HELICOPTER
LOCKHEED
LOCKHEED
BOEING
NORTHRUP
PHILLIPS
SPECMAT/ICI
SUPERFORM/ICI
ROLLS ROYCE
5.8C
C
C
C
A
A
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
6 PEEK
29.6 PEEK
22 20.6 PEEK
2.5 PEEK
80
16.5
40
2
33 PEEK
24 PEEK
PPS
60 PEEK
1 PPS
7.2 PEEK
PEEK
PEEK
PEEK
PEEK
PEEK
7 0.8 PEEK
FLAT PANEL GRUMMAN
NORTHRUP
KEY: C = COMPRESSION MOLDING,
A
.A
A = AUTOCLAVE FORMING
PART MAKER
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TABLE 2. QUALIFICATION COST OF CHANGING MATERIALS
IN THE DEFENSE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
VENDOR/MATERIAL......COST ($MILIONS)......TIME (YEARS)
SAME MATERIAL/
NEW VENDOR 0.3 0.5
NEW RESIN/
SAME FIBER 1.5 1
SAME RESIN/
NEW FIBER 6-8 1.5
NEW RESIN/
NEW FIBER 10 2
COMPOSITE MATERIALS QUALIFICATION PROCESS
UNFAMILIAR SUPPLIER
FOR AN
CHECKPOINTS NUMBER OF TESTS PROCEDURE
PREQUALIFICATION
FACTORY AUDIT
PREQUALIFICATION
MATERIAL SCREENING
FORMAL FACILITY AUDIT
QUALIFICATION TEST
OF MATERIAL
QUALIFICATION TEST
OF COMPONENTS
DESIGN ALLOWABLES
FACTORY CAPACITY?
TRAINED WORKFORCE?
300 BY CONTRACTOR
FACTORY CAPACITY,
TRAINED WORKFORCE,
PROPRIETARY PROCESS
INFORMATION, COSTS,
DELIVERY TIMES.
1000 BY SUPPLIER
1000 - 2000 BY USER
1000 BY USER
1600
SIMILAR PART TESTS
ACTUAL PART TESTS
NOTE: USER IS MATERIAL USER; SUPPLIER IS MATERIAL
SUPPLIER.
SOURCE: U.S. OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, 1987 STUDY
OF THE U.S. COMPOSITES INDUSTRY.
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qualifying process.
The US Air Force is the major supplier of R & D funds for the development of
thermoplastic composites and manufacturing techniques. In 1986, they gave Lockheed
$4.5 Million (24). In 1987, government R & D funding for thermoplastics will be $1.7
Million with $1.5 Million going to McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed, Northrup, and Gen-
eral Dynamics. In 1988, the funding level will be $5 Million with $3 Million going to
the above four firms (17).
Two of the three thermoplastic manufacturing techniques currently being devel-
oped under Air Force funding - autoclave forming and integrally heated mold forming -
are under development due to the Air Force program managers' hesitation to supply
substantial funding to aerospace contractors for the purchase of new equipment specifi-
cally for thermoplastic materials (17). Air Force managers have been strongly suggest-
ing that existing thermoset composite part forming equipment- tapelayers, autoclaves,
etc.- can be refit, if necessary, for use in thermoplastic composite processing.
The lack of substantial funds for new equipment, such as compression molders
or thermoformers (21), needed to achieve the optimal processing economics for
thermoplastic materials has slowed the application of the material in real production ap-
plications.
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2 THERMOSET AND POLYIMIDE PREPREG PART FABRICATION COST
MODEL
Figure 1, as shown previously, shows the process flow diagram for the fabrica-
tion of thermoset or polyimide prepreg parts. Two spreadsheet cost models were neces-
sary because of the memory constraints of Lotus 123. Hence, a separate model treats
compression hydraulic press molding while autoclaving and integrally heated molding
are contained in one model.
2.1 MATERIAL AND PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS
The structure of the thermoset prepreg part fabrication cost model is quite
similar to those built by Poggiali (1). Figure 4 shows the general spreadsheet format of
these models. The first FIVE COLUMNS of the spreadsheet are devoted solely to fac-
tor inputs as well as part and process specifications. Figure 5 begins the input section
with "Prepreg Parameters," "Prepreg process step parameters," and "Other Process
Materials."
In the first section, either thermoset epoxy or polyimide prepreg is chosen. This
choice is necessary because of thermoset and polyimde prepregs have a different "tacki-
ness factor" in layup (36). Hence, the rates at which thermoset tape or fabric can be laid
up differ from the polyimide, which is less "tacky" than the thermoset at room tempera-
ture.
Preplied fabric blanks can be chosen and the number of plies per blank
specified. Usually, preplied fabric costs 20% more than non-preplied fabric (11).
Preplied fabric can save on layup time. However, the added cost per pound, according
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FIGURE 4. PRODUCTION COST MODEL SPREADSHEET FORMAT
FACTOR INPUTS OUTPUT
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FIGURE 5.
AUTOCLAVE OR INTEGRALLY HEATED MOLDING OF THERMOSET and POLYIMIDE PARTS
FACTOR PRICES
====PREPREG PARAMETERS=====> UNITS FABRIC TAPE
Prepreg cost $/lb
Is resin polyimide? Yes=l,No=0
Will preplied blanks be used? Yes=1,No=0
Number plies/ preplied blank if applicable
Pre-cure thickness per ply inches
Prepreg density lbs/cu.in.
Material width inches
Material length inches
$50
0
0
0
0.006
0.056
48
60
$38
NA
NA
NA
0.006
0.056
3
10000
====PREPREG PROCESS STEP PARAMETERS=====> Time/
# plies/ Temp Pressure debulk
DEBULK debulk C psi minutes
10 100 125
Highest Highest Cycle
AUTOCLAVE OR INTEGRALLY autoclave tool hold Pressure
HEATED MOLD SHAPE FORMING temp (C) temp (C) time (hr) psi
Heating and forming parameters 200 200
Is tool open (set=1) or closed, integrally heated (set=2):
OVEN POST CURING
Highest Cycle
Temp time Pressure
C hours psi
70 8 25
====OTHER PROCESS MATERIALS $/UNIT=====>UNITS
Vacuum bag sq.inch
Mold release agent gallon
Peel ply sq.ft
FM300 adhesive sq.ft
Lightening protection sq.ft
Silicone rubber for tooling sq.ft
30
3 125
1
$0.01
$14.00
$0.20
$4.13
$0.50
$5.00
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to the results of this cost model, is not cost efficient for the small labor savings.
The user must specify the processing details for the chosen prepreg material un-
der "Prepreg Process Step Parameters." In this section process cycles, temperatures,
and pressures are specified for "Debulk," "Autoclave Shape Forming," and "Oven Post
Curing."
Debulking takes place periodically during prepreg layup in order to pull the air
out from between plies. Autoclaving and post-curing follow debulking. Figure 5 shows
typical process parameters for these steps (2, 8, 37, 38).
In the "Autoclave Shape Forming" process specification, one can choose to use
either an open tool or closed, integrally heated tool (39). However, the autoclave must
be employed whether an open or closed tool is chosen. In the former case, the autoclave
provides both heat and pressure source while in the latter, it provides only a pressure
source. Integrally heated molds are used when very tight tolerance composite parts are
necessary. The parameters of Autoclave Shape Forming include- both highest autoclave
and tool temperatures. These tempertures are the highest level necessary to cure the
resin. For thermoset resins, this value averages 200 degrees C. When an integrally
heated tool is chosen the autoclave temperature can be set much lower than the tool
temperature. If an open tool is chosen, both autoclave and tool temperature must be set
at the same level necessary to cure the resin. The cycle hold time is the addition of all
the "plateaus" in the resin curing cycle (Figure 5).
Oven post curing is optional for thermoset prepregs, but is necessary for
polyimide resins (40). Typical values for thermoset resins are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6 shows a printout of the first "page" of the compression molding model
for thermosets or polyimides. The inputs are the same as the Autoclave model except
for the "Compression Shape Forming" step. Here, the highest mold temperature and the
time the part is held at that temperature need to be specified (39, 41, 42).
Returning to Figure 6, "Other Process Materials" include the process materials
necessary during the layup step and autoclaving steps (43). FM300 is often used on the
outer surface of a prepreg layup in order to improve the surface appearance of the fin-
ished composite part (7). Silicone rubber is often used with integrally heated molds to
increase the pressure inside the mold (39).
2.2 PART GEOMETRY SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 7 shows part geometry inputs. The first, "Choose Geometry that Best De-
scribes Part Shape" is used to estimate the tooling cost. This factor is not used to
estimate part complexity or part weight. Part specifications are set in the following
section- "Major Prepreg Layup" and "Part Minor Prepreg Reinforcement Packs." Most
prepreg parts consist of major plies which cover the entire surface of the part and minor
reinforcement packs surrounding areas where the part will be drilled. These different
layups need to be specified separately. for the "Major Layup," the part can be made of
varying percentages of prepreg tape or fabric. Only the percentage tape in the part need
be specified. The other parameters are self explanatory up to "Specify number of dif-
ferent ply angles in major layup section." This number will usually include 0, +/-30, +/-
45, +/-60, and 90 degree angles. Hence, this value can range from 1 to 8. Up to 4 rein-
forcement packs can be specified in the model, as Figure 7 shows.
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FIGURE 6.
COMPRESSION MOLDING OF THERMOSET and POLYIMIDE/FIBER PARTS
FACTOR PRICES
====PREPREG PARAMETERS=====> UNITS FABRIC TAPE
Prepreg cost $/.lb $50 $38
Is resin polyimide.? Yes=l,No=0 0 NA
Will preplied blanks be used? Yes=l,No=0 0 NA
Number plies/ preplied blank if applicable 0 NA
Pre-cure thickness per ply inches 0.006 0.006
Prepreg density lbs/cu.in. 0.056 0.056
Material width inches 48 3
Material length inches 96 10000
====PREPREG PROCESS STEP PARAMETERS=====>
Processtime
# plies/ (Minutes/
DEBULK debulk cycle
10 30
High temp Shape forming Pressure
COMPRESSION SHAPE FORMING C time (hr) psi
Heating and forming parameters 350 1 200
Highest Cycle
Temp time Pressure
OVEN POST CURING C hours psi
370 8 25
====OTHER PROCESS MATERIALS $/UNIT=====>UNITS
Aluminum foil vacuum bag sq.inch $0.01
Mold release agent gallon $14.00
Peel ply sq.ft $0.20
FM300 adhesive sq.ft $2.13
Lightening protection sq.ft $0.50
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FIGURE 7.
=========PART GEOMETRY=====>
CHOOSE GEOMETRY THAT BEST DESCRIBES PART SHAPE:
1) I-spar
2) Panel of any curvature
3) C- rib
4) Highly complex part
PREPREG MAJOR LAYUP SECTION===>
Total part weight lbs 16.50
Specify % part weight that is tape: 0.0%
Fabric % weight will be (1 -%tape weight): 100.0%
Average thickness inches 0.08
Projected area sq.inches 1008.00
Max projected length feet 7.00
Max projected width feet 1.00
Total part perimeter inches 408.00
Part radius of curvature radians 0.250 14.7
Specify number of different ply angles
in major layup section? 3
PART MINOR PREPREG REINFORCEMENT PACKS=====>
Pack # 1 must be largest area pack: # different
Area Perimeter Plies/ ply angles
Pack number sq.in. inches layup per pack
1 C.00 0.00 0 0
2 0.00 0.00 0 0
3 0.00 0.00 0 0
4 0.00 0.00 0 0
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2.3 PROCESS CHOICE SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 8 shows the "Process Choices" which can be made. First, if fabric is in-
cluded in the part, then either the semi-automated steel die cutting system or the fully
automated Gerber reciprocating knife must be chosen. If there is no fabric in the part,
then all of these values must be set to 0. A fabric guillotine is optional equipment with
the steel die cutter. The user can specify whether both the major layup plies and the
minor reinforcement packs are cut or whether only the minor plies are cut. This choice
is included because, in some cases, the major plies are only trimmed with a router after
part curing in order to save process time.If tape is included in the part, the user can
choose either manual or automated tape layup.
Ply debulking can be excluded if preplied blanks are chosen in the first section
of the model. Oven post curing is also optional for thermoset resins, though it is
mandatory for polyimide resins. After autoclave curing and post curing, the part can be
trimmed by router to shape. Often, if an integrally heated mold is used, the part will not
require final trimming. The choice of manual routing or automated routing with a 5-
axis Forestline robotic router can be made.
2.4 MOLD TOOLING SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 9 shows the mold specifications. Four mold materials can be chosen.
The most common choice for open molds is steel P20. Integrally heated molds are
seldom made of any material but steel P20. Silicone rubber is needed only if an integral-
ly heated mold has been chosen. One of the most important parameters for estimating
the tooling cost is "Specify ratio tool material volume/ part material volume." On the
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FIGURE 8.
====PROCESS CHOICES=====> yes=1, no=O
FABRIC CUTTING
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING IF FABRIC IS USED TO MAKE PART:
1) Steel die cutting is used to cut some or
all of the prepreg material to shape: 1
1 a) Fabric guillotine is optional equipment
for use with steel rule die cutter: 1
2) Gerber reciprocating automated knife is used to
cut some or all of the prepreg material to shape: 0
IF ONE OF ABOVE CELLS IS SET = 1, THEN ONE OF THE CELLS BELOW MUST BE
SET = 1. THERE ARE 2 CHOICES AS TO WHICH PLIES ARE CUT.
a) Major plies and minor reinforcement
packs are cut to shape before forming: 1
b) Major material plies will not be cut to
shape. Only minor plies are cut to shape: 0
TAPE LAYUP
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING IF TAPE IS USED TO MAKE PART:
Automated tape layup 0
Manual tape layup 0
PLY DEBULKING
This cell can be set to 0 if as-bought
preconsolidated ply blanks are used: 1
OVEN POSTCURE
Step in use? 1
PART TRIMMING
Trim step in use 1
Trim robot in use 1
Manual router in use 0
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FIGURE 9.
====CHOOSE MOLD MATERIAL FROM MENU BELOW=====>
MATERIAL CHOICE==========> 2
1) Aluminum
2) Steel P20
3) Nickel plated steel
4) Monolithic graphite
Silicone rubber is used with autoclave tool (yes=1, no=0)=> 0
Specify ratio tool material volume/ part material volume: 2.0
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average, if an open tool is chosen the ratio averages 2. If a closed, integrally
heated mold is chosen, then the ratio averages 35. These ratios were calculated aver-
ages from collected tool/ part volumes found in the DoD/ NASA Structural Composites
Fabrication Guide (44). The tool regressions will be discussed in a later section of this
thesis and are listed in Appendix A.
2.5 PRODUCTION VOLUME, LABOR, CAPITAL COSTS
Figure 10 shows inputs for Production, Labor, and Equipment Related Charges."
When Parts per year and Number of years part will be made are specified, the Total
parts to be manufactured is automatically calculated. The rates of $15 and $30 per hour
are for unionized firms. These values can average $8 and $15, respectively, in non-
unionized states such as Georgia (8,12). The skilled labor rate refers to skilled
machinists. Labor overhead refers to the supervisory staff overhead and labor fringe
benefits which are charged as a function of the labor hourly rate. In the aircraft indus-
try, this value averages 160 - 200% (12).
Equipment related charges are used in Lotus 123 standard capital, tax, and insur-
ance cost equations as a percent of total capital investment for the year (1).
2.6 MATERIAL, PART YIELDS AND INSPECTION COSTS
Figure 11 shows material and part yield inputs. These are split into two sections.
The first, "Material Scrap Rates per Process Step" refers to material loss incurred as a
result of process related losses. Hence, steel die or Gerber knife cutting for fabric aver-
age 20% loss (9,45,46). Automated and manual tape laying average 13% loss (10).
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FIGURE 10.
====PART PRODUCTION VOLUMES=====>
Parts per year 200.0
Number years part will be manufactured 1.0
Total parts to be manufactured 200
1987
====LABOR=====> US AVG
Manual wage rate $/hr $15.00
Skilled wage rate $/hr $30.00
Labor overhead % 160%
Working days/year 240
Shifts per day 1
Hours per shift hrs 8
Productivity % 80%
====EQUIPMENT RELATED CHARGES====>
Cost of capital (% of initial investment) 9.0%
Tax burden (% of physical plant) 1.2%
Insurance (% of physical plant) 1.0%
Maintenance(% of physical plant) 4.0%
Years to recover investment 10
Auxiliary equipment (% of main machine) 5.0%
Installation (% of main machine) 10.0%
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FIGURE 11.
====MATERIAL AND PART YIELDS=====>
Percent
MATERIAL SCRAP RATES PER PROCESS STEP Material lost
Fabric cutting 20.0%
Automated tape layup 13.0%
Percent
good parts made
PROCESS STEP YIELDS per process step
Fabric cutting 97.0%
Fabric layup 100.0%
Tape layup 100.0%
Ply debulking 100.0%
Autoclave molding 97.0%
Oven post cure 100.0%
Trimming 98.0%
Inspection 99.0%
Initial material inspection costs as % of prepreg $/lb: 2.0%
Material refrigerated storage costs as % of prepreg $/lb: 2.0%
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"Process Step Yields" refer to the number of good parts made per process step.
The average values for thermoset and polyimide prepregs are shown (6-9,37,47). These
values, as will be seen later, are lower than those for thermoplastic because
thermoplastic resin, not requiring a cure cycle, can be reprocessed. Hence, many mis-
takes, which are irreversible for thermosets, can be redeemed for thermoplastics.
Initial material inspection and prepreg refrigerated storage costs must be in-
cluded. When the material is delivered to a plant, the buyer must carry out in-house
material tests. This is required for commercial or military work. This value averages
2% of purchased prepreg cost per pound (6). Furthermore, thermoset and polyimide
prepregs must be stored at 0 degrees C. This, in contrast to thermoplastic material, adds
to the cost of the material. Storage costs average 2% of prepreg cost (6).
2.7 EQUIPMENT COSTS AND SPEEDS
Figure 12 shows equipment costs and speed inputs. Data for this section was
collected from a large number of equipment suppliers and aerospace firms. The values
in this section do not need to be changed unless the user is quite familiar with the cost
model.
The US Machinery steel die cutting system (45) includes the cost of the steel die
per cutting rule foot and steel die life. The Gerber cutting system (46) is supplied by In-
gersoll Rand. Cost and speed for a Cincinnati- Milacron automated tapelayer are in-
cluded (34). Data on the debulking vacuum system (48), autoclave (49-51), oven
(49,52), compression molding press (53,54), routing systems, and inspection systems
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FIGURE 12.
====EQUIPMENT COSTS=====>
CUTTING . Maker $/unit
Prepreg Series 60 die cutting press/P feed system USM $90,000
Press running cost per hour ($/hr) $6.00
Broadgoods auto. feed prepreg guillotine/stacker USM $18,000
Cost per cutting rule foot of steel die USM $19.00
Steel die base cost USM $1,000
Steel die life (tot # cuts) 4000
Cutting table length (ft) 8
Cutting table width (ft) 4
Gerber reciprocating knife automated cutter $325,000
LAYUP
Layup station: tool holder, welding gun $5,000
Automated tape layup Cinn-Mila $1,500,000
DEBULK
Vacuum system $114,000
Part heating system $15,000
OVEN POST CURE
Oven cost scaling factor $/cu.ft $1,316
Oven intercept $12,129
Oven volume in use 30%
TRIMMING
Router with manual table (20 HP) Powermatic $63,000
5-axis robot w/ NC control for router Forestline $550,000
INSPECTION
Ultrasonic scanner $750,000
AUTOCLAVE FOR SHAPE FORMING
Scaling factor for autoclave cost $/cu.ft. $150
Autoclave intercept cost $102,754
Autoclave running cost/hour $/hr/cu.ft $0.00
Autoclave volume in use 30.0%
Autoclave cart $15,000
$/degree above 200 C, temperature $/degree/cu.ft $1.00
Autoclave heat transfer coefficient BTU/(C-hr-ftA2) 27
Integral-heat tool heat transfer coeff. BTU/(C-hr-ftA2) 200
HYDRAULIC PRESS FOR MOLDING
Scaling factor for press cost $/ton $200
Scaling intercept $268,378
Press run cost per hour $/hr/ton $0.07
Press heat transfer coefficient BTU/(C-hr-ftA2) 300
Mold cooling system $5,200
====EQUIPMENT SPEEDS=====>
Steel rule die cutter ft/min 36
Time to change cutting dies hr 0.33
Gerber cutter speed ft/min 67
Ultrasonic scanner inch/min 10
Automated tape layup inch/min 600.0
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(55) were collected from equipment suppliers. The oven, press, and autoclave
costs for the model are found using cost scaling factors. These factors were calculated
by regression of cost - size correlations supplied by manufacturers. The regressions are
listed in Appendix B. The autoclave cost also includes a cost factor for each tempera-
ture degree above 200 degrees C. This is necessary because the autoclave data was col-
lected for autoclaves with a limit of 200 degrees C. If the temperature needs to be high-
er than this, as it does for polyimides and thermoplastics, this cost factor becomes im-
portant.
The autoclave inputs include a "Autoclave heat transfer coefficient" and a
"integral-heat tool heat transfer coefficient" for a steel integral tool. These factors are
used to estimate how fast heat is being delivered to the part. This information can be
used to estimate how long it takes to bring a tool of given volume and and part of given
volume up to the highest temperature necessary to cure the part. This technique will be
described in later section of this thesis. Equipment speeds were collected from the
equipment suppliers and from aircraft manufacturers (34,45,46,56,57). The latter pro-
vided more accurate data than the former. Seldom did the equipment run at nearly the
speed suggested by the equipment supplier.
2.8 Output- Material Scrap Rates and Process Step Yields
Figure 13 shows the "Material Scrap Rates Per Process Step," the "Process Step
Yields" There are two sources of scrap in composite part fabrication. The first is in-
curred as a result of the process itself such as fabric pattern cutting. The second is in-
curred as a result of labor mistakes or process problems which lower the number of
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FIGURE 13.
MATERIAL SCRAP RATES AND PROCESS STEP YIELDS
Pounds Fabric Pounds
MATERIAL SCRAP RATES PER PROCESS STEP Material lost tape lost
------------ ---------------- 
----------------- ----------
Fabric cutting 3.30
Automated tape layup 0.00
Trimming 0.27 0.0
a) if cut maj & min plies, then trim 0.27
b) if cut only min plies, then trim 0.27
c) if no plies are cut, then trim 0.2732
Percent # parts
good parts made Cumulative must
PROCESS STEP YIELDS per process step yields make/step
Fabric cutting 97.0% 91.3% 219.1
Fabric Layup 100.0% 94.1% 212.5
Automated tape layup 100.0% 94.1% 212.5
Ply debulking 100.0% 94.1% 212.5
Compression molding 97.0% 94.1% 212.5
Oven postcure 100.0% 97.0% 206.1
Trimming 98.0% 97.0% 206.1
Inspection 99.0% 99.0!V 202.0
Total material scrap lbs 3.57
Pounds of material lost/ 1 good part made 1.44
Total percent material waste 23.3%
Total material use per part w/scrap lbs 21.51
Tot. material consumption-this application lbs 4302
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good parts made.
For material scrap rates per process step, the amount of fabric scrap in pounds
which is created during "Fabric cutting" is:
TOTAL PART WEIGHT * FABRIC CUTTING SCRAP RATE * % PART
MADE OF FABRIC
The amount of scrap created during "Tapelaying" is defined similarly. The scrap
rate for steel die or reciprocating knife cutting is 20%. The scrap rate for automated
tape layup and manual tape layup is 13%.
The amount of scrap created during final part "Trimming" is defined by:
0.15 * PART PERIMETER * PART THICKNESS * PREPREG
DENSITY(LBS/CU.FT)
The value of .15 is the width in feet which is cut from the edge of the part.
Depending on earlier choices made, not all of the major or minor plies need to be
trimmed after final post-curing. These choices result in trimming scrap pounds which
change as specificed by Trimming substeps a), b), or c) shown in Figure 13.
Next, process step yields are calculated. These yields are cumulative. Hence, a
mistake, resulting in a bad part being made, will cost more in value added product at a
later step than an earlier. Figure 13 shows how the cumulative yield is defined. While
each process step has a "Process Step Yield" associated with it, the "Cumulative Yields"
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are calculated by multiplying the process yields together starting from the bottom of the
"Process Yield" column.
Depending on the type of manufacturing process and material type chosen, the
total cumulative yield will vary. Figure 13 currently shows a total cumulative yield of
91.3% for a 100% fabric part using fabric steel die cutting and a 5-axis automated
router. Figure 13 also shows how the total cumulative yield leads to a greater number
of parts which need to be made than necessary. Hence, if 200 parts per year are needed,
219 parts must be made.
Combining the material and process scrap rates leads to the following result, for
example: a 16.5 pound part manufactured from 100% fabric will create 3.57 pounds of
material scrap if cut by either reciprocating knife or steel die. The process will also
create 1.44 pounds of material lost per 1 good 16.5 pound made. A 16.5 pound part
manufactured from 100% tape will create 2.42 pounds of material scrap if laid up with
an automated tapelayer or if laid up manually and 1.44 pounds of material lost per one
good part made. The total percent waste for the fabric or tape part is 23.3% and 18.9%
per part, respectively.
The model also calculates the total material consumption for the application
combining the total number of parts to be made, total material scrap, and total process
scrap. Hence, making 200 16.5 pound parts lead to a total material consumption of 4071
pounds for the application.
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2.9 Part Surface Area and Number of Prepreg Plies Calculations
In the next section the total material use for major and minor prepreg plies in
terms of surface area, total number of prepreg plies, perimeters and weights are calcu-
lated (Figure 14). In this way, the user does not need to specify this data. These cal-
culations are used later in the layup and cutting steps. The part complexity is calculated
as part surface area/ part projected area.
2.10 Labor Variance Calculations
Figure 15 shows the labor variance or "labor learning" calculations for each pro-
cess step. The labor variance equations were derived from Northrup cost estimating
equations (58). However, the Northrup equations only depended on cumulative produc-
tion volume. "Learning" also depended on part complexity, as defined above.
The labor variance equation for fabric or tape layup is:
6.24 * (CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION VOLUME A -0.384) * PART COM-
PLEXITY
The labor variance equation for the autoclave molding step is:
6.06 * (CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION VOLUME A -0.386) * PART COM-
PLEXITY
The labor variance for the final part trimming step by routing is:
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FIGURE 14.
Part surface area, # plies, and perimeter calculations
Minor plies total area sq.in 0.00
Minor plies total perimeter inches 0.00
Minor plies total material area sq.in 0.00
Minor plies total weight lbs 0.00
Major part surface area sq.in 3696.24
Part complexity 3.7
Major layup number of plies-fabric 13
Major layup number of plies- tape 0
FIGURE 15.
LABOR VARIANCES
hrs
Layup 3.0
Consolidation 2.9
Trim 2.1
Labor variance 1.5
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4.3 * (CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION VOLUME A -.3813) * PART COM-
PLEXITY
2.11 Unit Operation 1- Fabric Steel Die or Reciprocating Knife Cutting
Figure 16 shows a printout of the first unit operation for the thermoset cost
model. In this particular model, the steel die cutting system was chosen. The first sec-
tion of the printout shows the equipment cost calculations. In all cases in this model,
non-dedicated equipment is assumed. However, the entire cost of the of the steel rule
die mold must be charged to the part. Auxiliary equipment and installation costs are 5
and 10%, respectively, of equipment cost.
For the steel die cutter, the total equipment cost is $108,000 + $16,200 for auxil-
iary equipment and installation. The die cost for a 16.5 lb flat part is $1448. This
brings the total to $125,648. For the Gerber cutter, the total equipment cost is
$1,500,000 with $75,000 for auxiliary equipment and installation for a total cost of
$1,725,000.
The only material input to this step is the fabric or tape prepreg. At this point,
the cost of initial material inspection (2% material cost) and refrigeration (2% material
cost) is included. The number of pounds of material input into this step is the total
weight of the part, the material scrap, and scrap incurred from cumulative process
yields.
The steel rule die cost and labor hour calculations are shown in in Figure 17.
The cost of the die depends on the baseline cost of a 4 x 8 square foot sheet ($1000), the
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FIGURE 16.
FABRIC STEEL DIE CUTTING AND MATERIAL HANDLING
EQUIPMENT===>
Die machine with 4 x 8 foot table
Broadgoods handler and guillotine
Steel rule die mold
Gerber reciprocating knife
Auxiliary equipment
Installation
FAB
PROCESS RELATED MATERIALS===>
Prepreg
LABOR===>
Fabric cutting
Guillotine and initial handlin
CUTTING MACHINE===>
Die cutter
$/UNIT # UNITS $ TOTAL
$90,000 0.10 $8,597
$18,000 0.013 $228
$1,448 1 $1,448
325000 0.000 $0
$5,400 0.10 $516
$10,800 0.10 $1,032
$11,821
RIC TAPE $ TOTAL/
$/lb $/lb lbs PART
$52 $40 21.99 $1,144
PERSONS/ $ TOTAL/
$/HOUR MACHINE MAN-HRS PART
$39 1 0.92 $35.77
$39 1 0.12 $4.75STATU MACHINE $4OTAL
STARTUP MACHINE $ TOTAL/
$/HOUR HRS/DAY HRS PART
$6 0.25 1.33 $8.01
OTHER===>
Capital
Taxes
Insurance
Maintenance
VALUE OF PART AFTER THIS STEP=
VALUE ADDED BY THIS STEP===>
$/PART
$9.21
$0.71
$0.59
$2.36
$12.87
$ /PART
$1,205
$161.07
FIGURE 17.
CUTTING STEP DIE COST AND LABOR HOURS
Steel Die cost $1,448 $0
Max # plies/cut 30 30
# times must run die thru cutter for minor plies 1 I
I times must run die thru cutter for major plies 1 NA
Ratio major layup area to 1 full size die sheet 0.80
Ratio minor layup area to 1 full size die sheet 0.00 0.00
Setup time(hr) 0.33 a
Time to cut major plies (hr) 0.34
Time to cut minor plies (hr) 0.00 0.00
total time (hr) 0.67 0.00
Gerber Reciprocating knife cutting times
Time to cut major plies (hr) 0.4127694
Time to cut minor plies (hr) 0
total time (hr) 0
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cost of die per cutting rule foot ($19 per foot), and the total part perimeter of
major and minor ply edges. Whether all major and minor prepreg plies can fit on one 4
x 8 foot sheet is taken into account in the calculation. The steel die cost also depends on
the steel die life of 4000 total cuts.
The maximum number of plies that can be cut at one die sheet run- through is 30
plies according to the manufacturer, US Machinery. If there are a greater number of
plies, the die must be run through greater than one time. This is taken into account in
calculating the machinery hours.
Prepreg fabric plies are usually guillotine cut and stacked by ply angle before
steel die pattern cutting in order to save time in cutting. For this reason, the number of
major ply angles was specified as one of the part geometry inputs. This number is also
used in calculating machinery hours.
The time to cut and stack plies by angle with a guillotine cutter is:
NUMBER OF PLY ANGLES * 0.5 / 60 / PROCESS STEP YIELD FOR CUT-
TING
The time to cut major plies is:
T (MAJOR) = (DIE SHEET LENGTH * NUMBER TIMES MUST RUN DIE
THROUGH * NUMBER OF PLY ANGLES) / MACHINE CUTTING SPEED
The average die cutting speed is 36 feet per minute. The time for minor plies,
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T(MINOR) is calculated similarly. The total time to cut plies is:
T(MAJOR) + T(MINOR) + SET UP TIME :p.The average set up time is 0.3
hours.
The time for cutting for the Gerber reciprocating knife is much simpler because
only one ply can be cut at a time:
1.28 * [TOTAL PERIMETER OF MAJOR AND MINOR PLIES / MACHINE
CUTTING SPEED] + SET UP TIME
The average set up time is 0.3 hours to change cutting dies. The factor of 1.28 is
included because, according to equipment users at Northrup, General Dynamics, and
others, an additional 20% of cutting time is spent programming the cutting pattern and
an additional 8% of the time is used in material handling. The average cutting speed for
the Gerber cutter is 67 feet per minute according to equipment users. The equipment
manufacturer claims that the cutter can go up to 100 feet per minute, but users claim
that it can not.
Moving back to Figure 16, the total labor hours were calculated as:
T(TOTAL) = CUTTING TIME / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULATIVE
PROCESS STEP YIELD FOR CUTTING
The labor productivity for the aircraft industry had been set at 80%. The process
step yield for steel die cutting or Gerber reciprocating knife cutting is 91.3%. In order
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to calculate the total labor cost, the manual labor cost per hour must first be calculated.
This is:
LABOR COST PER HOUR + (LABOR OVERHEAD % * LABOR COST PER
HOUR
This value can then be multiplied by the total cutting labor hours to obtain the
total labor cost for this step. According to the steel die equipment manufacturer, the die
machine costs $6 per hour in energy costs and new parts. The machine cost per part is
also divided by the process step yield for the cutting step.
Standard Lotus 123 equations were used to calculate the annual capital costs.
This cost depends on the years to recover equipment investment, the total part produc-
tion volume for the year, and the annaul cost of the equipment charged per part. Taxes,
insurance and maintenance are a percentage of annual equipment cost.
Figure 16 shows the cost summary for the fabric pattern cutting step. One can
see that the initial prepreg value of $1144 has increased, because of a value added by
cutting of $161.07, to $1205. Costs are then broken down into materials, labor, ma-
chine, and capital costs so far after the cutting step.
2.12 Unit Operation 2- Fabric and/ or Process Material Layup
The printout for this and the remaining steps is quite similar to the fabric pattern
cutting step and is included in Appendix C. It is only necessary to outline the labor
hours and machine sizing calculations for the remaining steps.
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The equipment necessary for fabric and process material layup is a "sheet and
pack layup station" which costs, on the average, $5000 with $750 in auxiliary equip-
ment and installation.
The hours to layup fabric prepreg major and minor plies and process materials is
shown in Figure 18. The hours to tack major and minor plies is only necessary for
polyimide plies. Here, because the polyimide prepreg is not sticky at room temperature
like the thermoset prepreg, a welding gun is used to melt the polyimide at which time
one prepreg layer can be made to stick to another.
The Northrup industrial engineering equations were useful in calculating the to-
tal layup time for major plies with adjustments by this author (58,59):
{[0.0075 * 0.4 * PART SURFACE AREA A 0.69 * NUMBER OF PLY
ANGLES * PART COMPLEXITY * IMIDE] + [0.00047 * CURVE A -1.3585 * PART
LENGTH]} / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULATIVE PROCESS STEP YIELD
FOR FABRIC LAYUP + LAYUP LABOR VARIANCE
The factor, IMIDE, which is equal to 0.8 is used because 20% less layup time is
necessary for a polyimide prepreg than for a thermoset pregreg, according to the pri-
mary polyimde material user, General Electric (36). The factor, PART COMPLEXITY,
refers to the part surface area / part projected area. The factor, CURVE, refers toJ the in-
put value of part radius of curvature. Again, these layup times would.be divided by
labor productivity and the cumulative process step yield for layup. In this case, the
yield is 94.1%. The labor variance for layup is included as a learning factor at the end
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FIGURE 18.
LAYUP STEP LABOR HOURS
Hours to layup major plies and process mat 4.75
Hours to layup minor plies 0.00
Hours to tack minor plies 0.00
Hours to tack major plies 0.00
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of the equation. The time for laying up process materials and minor plies is cal-
culated similarly.
2.13 Unit Operation 3- Manual or Automated Tape Layup
The total equipment cost for a Cincinnati- Milacron tapelaper is $1,500,000 with
$75,000 for auxiliary equipment and installation. No equipment is necessary for manual
layup.
Northrup equations were used for both with adjustments by this author. The time
for automated tape layup is:
{[( 1.1 * PART WEIGHT * TAPE DENSITY / TAPE THICKNESS / TAPE
WIDTH) / TAPELAYING SPEED * PART COMPLEXITY + SET UP TIME ] + [
0.00047 * CURVE A -1.3585 * PART LENGTH]} / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY I
CUMULATIVE PROCESS STEP YIELD FOR AUTOMATED TAPE LAYUP +
LAYUP LABOR VARIANCE
The factor of 1.1 is included because an additional 10% of layup time is needed
to program the tapelayer, according to equipment users. The average set up time is 0.3
hours. The Cincinnati Milacron tapelayer used in this model cuts at an average speed of
600 inches per minute according to equipment users. The manufacturer claims that the
tapelayer can go at a speed of up to 1200 inches per minute, but this does not include
tapelayer head turnaround time which is quite slow according to users..
For manual tape layup, the labor hours are calculated as:
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{ [ 0.05 + 0.001454 * PART SURFACE AREA * (NUMBER OF TAPE PLIES
/ TAPE WIDTH) A 0.8245 I + [ 0.00003 * PART SURFACE AREA * PART COM-
PLEXITY ] / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULATIVE PROCESS STEP YIELD
FOR MANUAL TAPE LAYUP + LAYUP LABOR VARIANCE
2.14 Unit Operation 4- Ply Debulking
A vacuum system and a mold heating unit are necessary for debulking. Along
with auxiliary equipment and installation, the total system cost is $148,000.
The adjusted Northrup equation for ply debulking using a nylon vacuum bag and
a vacuum system both the debulking cycle time and the time to bag and debag the part
before and after each cycle.
([TOTAL NUMBER OF PLIES IN LAYUP / NUMBER OF PLIES PER
DEBULKING CYCLE * TIME PER DEBULKING CYCLE] + [PART PERIMETER /
1000 + 5.33 / TIME PER DEBULKING CYCLE + SET UP TIME FOR BAGGING]}
/ LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD FOR DEBULKING
The first part of the equation represents the actual debulking time. Here, if the
total number of plies in the layup exceeds the input number per debulking cycle of 10
plies, then greater than one debulking cycle must take place. The debulking cycle time
averages 30 minutes. The second part of the equation is the bagging and debagging
time. The bagging time depends on the part perimeter value. The cumulative process
yield for debulking is 94.1%.
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2.15 Unit Operation 5A- Autoclave Molding
Three separate calcuations make the autoclave molding step unique to other unit
operations. Not only must labor hours be calculated, but the time to heat the particular
tool material, autoclave sizing, and autoclave molding tool costs must be calculated.
Figure 19 shows a printout of the autoclave sizing, molding tool cost, and tool heat time
calculations.
For autoclave sizing, a baseline autoclave size of 20 x 20 x 10 cubic feet was
employed. This size autoclave was most common among composite part manufacturers.
The model compares the baseline autoclave size with the part dimensions in order to
know if the part can fit in an autoclave of this size. If not, an autoclave of suitable size
is calculated. The number of parts which can fit in the autoclave per cycle allowing for
70% free space per cycle is then calculated depending on part volume, number parts per
year, and autoclave volume.
For autoclave cost scaling factors, the size - cost regression in Appendix B was
used. The equation for autoclave cost which resulted is:
$102,754 + [ $150 PER CUBIC FOOT * AUTOCLAVE VOLUME IN CUBIC
FEET ]
For a 20 x 20 x 10 cubic foot autoclave, the cost is $405,000. Auxiliary equip-
ment and installation bring the cost to $466,000.
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FIGURE 19.
AUTOCLAVE SIZING
Baseline length (ft)
Baseline width (ft)
Baseline height (ft)
Baseline volume (cu.ft)
Number parts/cycle
baseline this applic.
20 20
10 10
10 10
2000 2000
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AUTOCLAVE MOLDING TOOL
open autoclave
Tool geometry: tool fabrication hours
i-spar 270.68
curved panel 37.792
c-rib 120.598
highly complex shape 361.4
simple panel 24.62
corrugated support 10.3908
cocured panel and ribs 482.68
open tool cost: $62,730
closed tool cost: $123,660
tool materials:
Aluminum
Steel P20
Nickel plated steel
monolithic graphite
toolcost factor
2.35
0.50
0.40
5.00
Aluminum
Steel P20
Nickel plated steel
monolithic graphite
spec.heat
BTU/lb-C
0.41
0.22
0.22
0.44
BTU/hr from autoclave or integral tool
BTU req. to heat tool to process temp:
time to heat integral mold (hrs):
time to heat autoclave (hrs):
density
lb/cu. ft
175
500
500
112
15400.985
6588.1994
0.43
0.97
5000
toollife
500
5000
5000
500
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Open and closed, integrally heated molding tool cost regressions were calculated
(Appendix A). The cost of the tool depended on the number of labor hours to make a
steel tool. The data for these regressions was supplied by a DoD/ NASA 1982 Struc-
tural Composites Fabrication Guide (44) and Lockheed (39). This guide supplied ex-
tensive data on the fabrication hours for open mold steel autoclave tools. Figure 19
shows that regressions were carried out on seven different part geometries. The equa-
tions which resulted are listed in Table 3.
A number of tool materials besides steel are included in the model. In order to
adjust the tool fabrication hours to steel, the "toolcost factors" listed in Figure 19 are
employed (59,60).
The open tool cost, then is:
TOOL LABOR HOURS / TOOL MATERIAL COST FACTOR * [SKILLED
LABOR $/ HOUR + LABOR OVERHEAD % * SKILLED LABOR $/ HOUR] *
PART COMPLEXITY
The closed tool labor hours were also determined by regression analysis in Ap-
pendix A. The resulting equation is:
[0.22 * 454 * PART WEIGHT + 0.423 * PROJECTED PART AREA * 2.54A
2 + 339] * 20/ TOOL MATERIAL COST FACTOR
The time to heat the open or closed, integrally heated tool depends on how effi-
ciently the autoclave or integrally heated tool delivers BTU's to the part per hour and
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TABLE 3. OPEN TOOL LABOR HOUR REGRESSION
EQUATIONS FOR STEEL TOOLS
TOOL SHAPE................LABOR EQUATION
I-SPAR.................8.6 + 0.35 * PAREA
CURVED PANEL............-11.6 + 0.049 * PAREA
C-RIB..................3.67 + 0.116 * PAREA
SIMPLE PANEL............5.84
CORRUGATED SUPPORT.....2.73
0.0076 * PAREA * CURVE
+ 0.0076 * PAREA
COCURED PANEL AND RIBS..200.44 + 0.28 * PAREA
PAREA = PROJECTED PART AREA;
CURVE = PART RADIUS OF CURVATURE
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the highest curing temperature that must be reached. The autoclave heat transfer
coefficient was supplied by the autoclave equipment manufacturer. The integrally
heated tool heat transfer coefficient was supplied by a Lockheed, Georgia engineer. The
equation for BTU per hour delivery by the autoclave is:
BTU (AUTO) = AUTOCLAVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT * 2 *
PART SURFACE AREA / 144 * 20 / 1.8
The equation for BTU per hour delivery by the integrally heated tool is:
BTU (TOOL) = TOOL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT * 2 * PART SUR-
FACE AREA / 144 * 30 / 1.8
The BTU required to heat the tool to the temperature necessary to cure the part
is:
BTU (REQ) = TOOL MATERIAL VOLUME * [PART SURFACE AREA *
PART THICKNESS / 1728] * TOOL MATERIAL SPECIFIC HEAT * [HIGHEST
CURING TEMPERTURE - 25 degrees C]
The hours required to heat the autoclave is:
AUTO HRS = BTU (REQ) / BTU (AUTO)
The time to heat the integral tool is calculated similarly. The total autoclave
hours is calculated as:
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CURING CYCLE PLATEAU HOLDING HOURS + 2 * AUTO HRS
The factor, AUTO HRS, is multiplied by 2 to account for heating and cooling.
The curing cycle plateau holding hours was input at the beginning of the model.
The molding labor hours for autoclave molding is an adjusted Northrup labor
equation:
[ 0.444 + NUMBER VACUUM PORTS TO BE ATTACHED TO PART *
0.00044 * PART PERIMETER + 0.000006 * PART SURFACE AREA + 0.00023 *
PART SURFACE AREA A 0.8586 ] / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / AUTOCLAVE
MOLDING CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD + MOLDING LABOR VARIANCE
Labor hours for molding tool preparation as well as bagging and debagging the
part for cure are also calculated. The labor hours for the integral mold, since it is used in
conjunction with the autoclave is calculated similarly.
2.16 Unit Operation 514- COMPRESSION MOLDING WITH PRESS
Depending on the part geometry, the user can choose to cure the part with a
hydraulic press and closed tool instead of with the autoclave. The curing time for
thermoset composites in a press is much shorter because of the more efficient transfer of
heat from the mold to the part and because of the much shorter heating time to bring the
press tool to the necessary curing temperature compared to the slow heat up rate of the
autoclave. Compression molding also eliminates the bagging and debagging steps
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necessary to cure a part in the autoclave. Finally, part thickness tolerances which can
be achieved by press curing are of greater quality than those that can be achieved with
an autoclave.
The sizing of the compression molding press is the first operation of the com-
pression molding step. The equation for press tonnage estimation depends on the pres-
sure necessary to cure the part. This pressure was one of the initial cost model inputs.
For thermoset composites, the average pressure is 125 psi. Hence, the tonnage estima-
tion equation is:
PART PROJECTED AREA * CURING PRESSURE / 2000
The factor of 2000 changes the units of square inches and psi into tons. The
press cost depends on the press tonnage as:
$268,378 + $199.93 * PRESS TONNAGE
The scaling factors were determined by regression analysis on cost and tonnage
correlations supplied by press manufacturers. These are listed in Appendix B. The cost
of the compression molding tool equation is similar to the autoclave integral tool equa-
tion without the added cost of internal mold heaters. The following equation applies to
a P20 grade steel tool:
0.22 * 454 * PART WEIGHT + 0.423 * PART PROJECTED AREA * 2.54A 2
+ 339 * 20 * PART COMPLEXITY FACTOR
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To adjust the equation for tools of other materials, such as aluminum, nickel-
steel, or graphite, similar scaling factors to those of the integral tool are employed.
The press molding hours, like the BTU (TOOL) equation for the integral tool
shown above, are determined by the efficiency of BTU per hour delivery from the press.
This value is supplied by the press manufacturer. The press molding labor hours is
determined by:
[(0.33 * PART SURFACE AREA) / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULA-
TIVE PROCESS YIELD FOR COMPRESSION MOLDING] + [MOLDING LABOR
VARIANCE /2]
2.17 Unit Operation 6- Oven Post Curing
The oven sizing and cost scaling factor are calculated in a similar to the
autoclave equation (Figure 20). The oven scaling equation is:
$12,129 + $1315.93 * OVEN VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET
The scaling factors were determined by regression analysis (Appendix B). The
total oven cost for the baseline oven case of 324 cubic feet is $420,000. Only 30% of
the oven volume is used per cycle to allow for air circulation. The equation for oven
post cure labor hours is quite similar to the autoclave molding labor hours equation
above.
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FIGURE 20.
OVEN SIZING
baseline this applic.
Oven baseline length (ft) 9 9
Oven baseline width (ft) 6 6
Oven baseline height ft) 6 6
Oven baseline volume cu.ft) 324 324
Number of vacuum ports 2
Number of parts/cycle 14
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2.17 Unit Operation 7- Final Part Trimming by Manual or Automated Routing
A manual or 5-axis automated router can be used for final part trimming. Cost
and speed data was supplied for the manual and automated routers from Powermatic,
Inc. and Forestline, Inc., respectively. The cost of the Powermatic router is $63,000
while the Forestline is $550,000.
The labor hours for trimming is an adjusted Northrup equation:
(([ 0.0015 * PART PERIMETER ] + [ 0.000145 * PART PROJECTED AREA
A 0.6711 ] + [ 0.000322 * PART PERIMETER ] } * AUTOMATE1 ) / LABOR PRO-
DUCTIVITY/ CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD FOR TRIMMING + TRIMMING
LABOR VARIANCE * AUTOMATE2
The factors of AUTOMATE1 and AUTOMATE2 adjust the equation by factors
of 0.75 and 0.5, respectively, if the automated 5-axis router is employed instead of a
manual router.
2.18 Unit Operation 8- Inspection
This step includes labor hours for final part inspection and the labor required to
inspect the part after each unit operation. The final part inspection is carried out with an
ultrasonic scanner which scans the part at a rate of 10 inches per minute according to
the supplier. The machine hours for inspection are:
INSPECT = PROJECTED PART AREA / 1000 * PART LENGTH / INSPEC-
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TION SPEED / CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD FOR FINAL INSPECTION
The total labor hours for final and per unit operation inspection are:
[INSPECT/ 4 + 0.4] + [0.293 * SUM OF ALL UNIT OPERATION LABOR
HOURS A 0.9563 / LABOR PRODUCTIVITY / CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD
FOR UNIT INSPECTION]
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3 THERMOPLASTIC PREPREG PART FABRICATION COST MODEL
Figure 2 shows the process flow diagram for the fabrication of thermoplastic
prepreg parts. Like the thermoset prepreg part models, autoclave forming and integrally
heated mold forming are included in one Lotus 123 spreadsheet while the compression
mold forming is included in another.
The structure of the thermoplastic cost models are similar to the thermoset cost
models. However, the material inputs, labor hour equations, material scrap rates, pro-
cess step yields, and one of the process steps is quite different.
3.1 MATERIAL AND PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS
Figure 21 shows the first input "page" of the autoclave and integral mold cost
model. Comparing these material and processing specification inputs with the
thermoset autoclave model (Figure 5), shows that the cost of fabric or tape
thermoplastic prepreg at $90 per pound for ICI's APC-2 prepreg fabric or tape is, by
far, more expensive than the thermoset prepreg which averages $42 per pound for tape
and $50 per pound for fabric.
In both the material and processing specification inputs are unique to the ICI
thermoplastic prepreg, APC-2 (3 - 5). This material was chosen for use in this model
because it is the primary material used in thermoplastic part case studies collected for
the model.
The thermoset prepreg ply debulking step has been replaced by a ply consolida
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FIGURE 21.
AUTOCLAVE MOLDING OF THERMOPLASTIC/FIBER PARTS
FACTOR PRICES
PREPREG PARAMETERS=====> UNITS FABRIC TAPE
Prepreg cost $/lb $90 $90
Pre-cure thickness per ply inches 0.006 0.006
Prepreg density lbs/cu.in. 0.058 0.058
Material width inches 28 3
Material length inches 96 10000
Will preplied fabric blanks be used?- Yes=l,No=0 0 NA
# plies/ preplied fabric blank 0 NA
RECYLCED MATERIAL===>
Will thermoplastic material be recycled (yes=l,no=0)=======>
Recycled material $/
1
$12.50
====PREPREG PROCESS STEP PARAMETERS=====> Time
# plies/ Temp Pressure minutes/
PLY CONSOLIDATION consolidat C psi consolidatio
Press 1 20 380 200 5
Press 2 NA 190 200 NA
Heating rate C/min 600
Cooling rate C/min 114
Highest Highest Cycle
autoclave tool time Pressure
AUTOCLAVE SHAPE FORMING temp (C) temp (C) hr psi
Heating and forming parameters 350 350 1 200
OVEN POST ANNEALING
Highest Cycle
Temp time Pressure
C hours psi
70 2 25
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tion step. In this process, two hydraulic presses at two different temperatures are
used to melt and consolidate prepreg plies together before part shaping. Two presses at
different temperatures are used to speed the process instead of waiting for one press to
change temperature. The prepreg layup is placed in the press set at a temperature above
its (Tg = 380 C for APC-2)for 5 minutes until plies are consolidated. The layup is then
moved to the cooler press at 190 C. Ply consolidation presses are fit with flat steel
platens on which the layup is placed.
Following consolidation, the part is bagged for autoclave part shaping (not resin
curing). Again, the autoclave is used only for a heat and pressure source to bring the
thermoplastic prepreg above its Tg = 350 C. The cycle time for thermoplastic process-
ing is 1 hour, a much shorter time than the thermoset time of 3 hours. The pressure is
higher at 200 psi than the thermoset pressure of 125 psi. In order to insure that ex-
cessive crystallinity does not form in the part, the part must be heated or cooled in the
range 100 - 1000 degrees C per minute. The values shown in Figure 21 are optimal
values.
Oven post-annealing follows autoclave part shaping. This step will allow for
uniform and optimal crystallinity to form in the part. The part is annealed for 2 hours at
250 C (14).
Figure 22 shows the inputs for the compression mold shaping of thermoplastic
prepregs. The material and ply consolidation process inputs are similar. Replacing the
autoclave shaping and oven post annealing steps is one compression mold shape form-
ing step. Oven post annealing may not be necessary because compression molds supply
more uniform heat sources and heat/ cooling rates than do autoclaves. This step has
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FIGURE 22.
COMPRESSION MOLDING OF THERMOPLASTIC/FIBER PARTS
FACTOR PRICES
====PREPREG FABRIC PARAMETERS=====> UNITS FABRIC TAPE
Prepreg cost S/lb
Will preplied blanks be used? Yes=1,No=0
Number plies! preplied blank if applicable
Pre-cure thickness per ply inches
Prepreg density lbs/cu.in.
Material width inches
Material length inches
Recycled prepreg for injection molding S/lb
$90
0
0
0.006
0.058
28
28
$12.50
$90
NA
NA
0.006
0.058
5
1000
====PREPREG PROCESS STEP PARAMETERS=====>
PLY CONSOLIDATION
Press 1
Press 2
Process
Temp Pressure time
C psi (min/8 ply)
380
190
200
300
5
NA
COMPRESSION SHAPE FORMING
Heating and forming parameters
Post-forming cooling parameter
Cycle hold time (hr):
HeatTemp Heatrate Coolrate
C C/min C/min
380
NA
0.5
600
NA
NA
114
Pressure
psi
200
200
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been excluded from the compression mold shaping model.
The processing parameters for compression shape forming of the ICI APC-2 are
shown in Figure 22. The part is heated to 380 C at 600 C per minute, held for 0.5 hours
and cooled to room temperature at 114 C per minute. The pressure is 200 psi.
3.2 MATERIAL AND PART YIELDS, INSPECTION COSTS
Part geometry, process choices, mold materials, production, and labor inputs for
the thermoplastic prepreg model are the same as the thermoset prepreg model. Dif-
ferences occur when the inputs for material and part yield are reached.
Figure 23 shows these inputs for the autoclave shaping model and the compres-
sion mold shaping model. While the material scrap rates per process step are the same,
three of the values for process step yields differ from the thermoset step yield values.
Thermoplastic fabric cutting step yield is 99% while thermoset yield is 97% (23).
Thermoplastic autoclave molding yield is 99% while thermoset yield is 97%.
Thermoplastic trimming yield is 99% while thermoset yield is 98% (26). Thermoplastic
values are higher because the material can be reprocessed by reheating to reshape if a
mistake is made. Furthermore, small pieces of thermoplastic material can be welded
onto the part with a welding gun or by placing it in a press to melt the piece onto the
main section of the part (19b).
Thermoplastic prepreg does not require refrigerated storage. Hence, this cost is
set at 0%. as Figure 23 shows. Thermoset costs had been 2% of prepreg $ per pound.
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FIGURE 23.
====MATERIAL AND PART YIELDS=====>
Percent
MATERIAL SCRAP RATES PER PROCESS STEP Material lost
Fabric cutting 20.0%
Automated tape layup 13.0%
Percent
good parts made
PROCESS STEP YIELDS per process step
Fabric cutting 99.0%
Fabric layup 100.0%
Automated Tape layup 100.0%
Manual tape layup 99.0%
Ply debulking 100.0%
Autoclave molding 99.0%
Oven post cure 100.0%
Trimming 99.0%
Inspection 99.0%
Initial material inspection costs as % of prepreg $/lb: 2.0%
Material refrigerated storage costs as % of prepreg $/lb: 0.0%
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3.3 EQUIPMENT COSTS AND SPEEDS
Equipment costs and speeds are nearly the same as the thermoset model, includ-
ing oven, press, and autoclave cost- sizing scaling factors. There are a few significant
differences.
The Cincinnati-Milacron automated tapelayer used for thermoplastic tapelaying
is refitted with a "heated shoe" which fits just over the main tapelaying head on the ma-
chine. This shoe adds an additional cost to the $1,500,000 machine of $75,000 (34).
Also, because of the heating process, the machine moves at a slower speed of 120 in-
ches per minute compared to the 600 inches per minute for thermoset tapelaying (35).
Because two presses are required for ply consolidation, if the compression mold
shaping process is chosen, then three presses may be required for the entire operation.
The ply consolidation presses use steel platens at a cost of $50 per square foot (54).
3.4 OUTPUT- MATERIAL SCRAP RATES AND PROCESS STEP YIELDS
Figure 24 shows the "Material Scrap Rates Per Process Step," and "Process Step
Yields." The equations and values for material scrap rates for fabric cutting, tapelaying,
and trimming area the same as for the thermoset model since the same equipment is
used. The values for process step yields are different. These differences were explained
in the last section. Since the individual step yields differ, the calculated "Cumulative
Yields" also differ. These are also shown in Figure 24. This figure shows the cumula-
tive yields for steel die cutting of an all fabric part. The final cumulative yield is 96.1%.
This is higher than the thermoset final cumulative yield of 91.3%. For an all tape part
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FIGURE 24.
MATERIAL SCRAP RATES AND PROCESS STEP YIELDS
Pounds Fabric Pounds
MATERAL SCRAP RATES PER PROCESS STEP Material lost tape lost
Fabric cutting 3.30
Automated tape layup 0.00
Trimming 0.16 0.0
a) if cut maj & min plies, then trim 0.16
b) if cut only min plies, then trim 0.02
c) i no plies are cut, then trim 0.0239
Percent # parts
good parts made Cumulative must
PROCESS STEP YIELDS per process step yields make/step
Fabric cutting 99.0% 96.1% 208.2
Fabric Layup 100.0% 97.0% 206.1
Tape layup 100.0% 97.0% 206.1
Ply debulking 100.0% 97.0% 206.1
Compression molding 99.0% 97.0% 206.1
Oven postcure 100.0% 98.0% 204.1
Trimming 99.0% 98.0% 204.1
Inspection 99.0% 99.0% 202.0
$saved
w/recycle
Total material scrap lbs 3.46 $43.31
Pounds of material lost/ 1 good part made 0.65 $8.13
Total percent material waste 20.0%
Total material use per part w/scrap lbs 20.62
Tot. material consumption-this application lbs 4123
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using either manual or automated tapelaying, the cumulative yield is 96.1%.
Hence, the total material scrap, including scrap created naturally from the pro-
cess and due to bad parts being made is much lower for thermoplastic than for
thermosets. For example, when a 16.5 pound flat part is made by the steel die cutting of
fabric prepreg, the total thermoplastic scrap is 4.11 pounds or 20% of part weight. For
the same thermoset part, the scrap was 5.01 pounds or 23.3% of part weight.
Most importantly, thermoplastic scrap has a value of $12.50 per pound as
material for injection molding (21). This means that the material scrap value can actual-
ly be "subtracted off" from the total material cost for the part. For the 16.5 pound part,
the 4.11 pounds of scrap have a value of $51.44.
Since many of the labor hour, equipment sizing, tooling costs, and capital cost
calculations are the same for the thermoset and thermoplastic prepreg cost models, only
the main differences will be outlined in the following unit operations.
3.5 Unit Operation 2- Fabric and/ or process material layup
The primary difference is the shorter time that it takes to layup thermoplastic
prepreg fabric compared to thermoset fabric. The adjusted Northrup equation for laying
up thermoplastic fabric:
{[0.0075 * 0.2 * PART SURFACE AREA A 0.69 * NUMBER OF PLY
ANGLES] + [0.00047 * CURVE A -1.3585 * PART LENGTH] I / LABOR PRODUC-
TIVITY / CUMULATIVE PROCESS STEP YIELD FOR FABRIC LAYUP + LAYUP
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LABOR VARIANCE
The first difference in this equation compared to the thermoset equation is in the
second factor of 0.2 at the beginning of the equation. For the thermoset fabric equation,
this factor had been 0.4. The factor is smaller for thermoplastics because the material is
not "sticky" at room temperature like thermosets, hence it is simpler to layup. Accord-
ing to engineers at Lockheed, the thermoplastic fabric takes 1/2 the time to layup (24).
The second difference is the lack of the PART COMPLEXITY FACTOR in the
equation. This factor is not present because the part is not laid up to final part curvature
during this layup step. Since a later step is the ply consolidation on a flat steel platen, it
would be a waste of time to lay the part in a curved mold at this step. The thermoplastic
fabric is bent to final part curvature heating blanket in the autoclave molding tool just
before autoclaving or not at all if the part will be compression molded. Because the
thermoplastic fabric is relatively stiff compared to thermoset fabric, it is not "drapable,"
hence, it would be difficult to lay into highly curved molds anyway.
Since process materials used for the autoclaving step do need to be laid up in the
curved autoclave or compression mold, the factor, CURVE, only is used in the above
equation to calculate layup time for these materials.
Like the laying up of polyimide fabric, thermoplastic fabric must be tacked into
place during layup.
3.6 Unit Operation 3- Manual or Automated TApe Layup
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The adjusted Northrup equation for automated tape layup with a Cincinnati-
Milacron tapelayer is the same as for thermoset tape including the PART COM-
PLEXITY FACTOR and CURVE factor. This occurs because parts laid up by auto-
mated tapelaying have the ply consolidation step built into the process because of the
"heated shoe" on the tapelaying head. The only difference is the slow speed of 120 in-
ches per minute which the tapelaying head moves during thermoplastic tape layup (34,
35).
The manual tapelaying of thermoplastic tape is like the thermoset tape adjusted
Northrup equation but, again, has the PART COMPLEXITY FACTOR and CURVE
factor left out because of the following ply consoldation step on flat platens (23).
3.7 Unit Operation 4- Ply Consolidation
Since this step is unique to thermoplastic composites, a printout of the unit oper-
ation is included (Figure 25). The press tonnage and cost calculations are the same as
for the compression molding of thermoset prepreg described earlier. The values for ma-
chine and labor hours shown in Figure 25 are for a 16.5 pound flat layup of 13 plies
measuring 6 x 3.9 square feet.
3.8 Remaining steps
The labor equations, etc. are the same for the remaining autoclaving or compres-
sion molding, oven post annealing, trimming, and inspection. The differences lie in the
initial process specification inputs at the beginning of the model. These inputs regarding
cycle hours for molding, tool heating and cooling rates, necessary part molding pres
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FIGURE 25
PLY CONSOLIDATION
EQUIPMENT===>
Press 1
Press 2
Auxiliary equipment
Installation
PROCESS RELATED MATERIALS===>
Value added from previous step
Peel ply
LABOR===>
Ply consolidation- press 2
Ply consolidation- press 1
MACHINE===>
Press 1
Press 2
OTHER===>
Capital
Taxes
Insurance
Maintenance
VALUE 'OF PART AFTER THIS STEP==>
VALUE ADDED BY THIS STEP===>
tons $/UNIT # UNITS $ TOTAL
269 $152,523 0.05 $8,187
269 $152,523 0.03 $5,081
$15,252
$30,505
0.05 $819
0.05 $1,637
$15,724
$ TOTAL $ TOTAL/
$/UNIT # UNITS UNITS PART
$2,317
$0.001 6649 $9.23
PERSONS/ $ TOTAL/
$/HOUR machine MAN-HRS PART
$39 1 0.52 $20.10
$39 1 0.32 $12.47
MACHINE $ TOTAL/
$/HOUR HRS PART
$18.83 0.53 $10.00
$18.83 0.33 $6.21
$/PART
$12.25
$0.94
$0.79
$3.14
$17.13
$/PART
$2, 365
$116.46
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sures, and process step yields will determine the equipment, labor, and capital
parameters.
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4 Cost Model Sensitivity Analysis
Essentially, there are four cost models in which to try case studies- the autoclave
or compression molding of thermoset composite material and the autoclave or compres-
sion molding of thermoplastic composite material. Within each model, the part can be
made from prepreg fabric or tape. Furthermore, the part can be made by manual or
automated tape layup or trimmed by manual or automated routing. Early in the analy-
sis, it was found that the $1,500,000 Gerber reciprocating knife led to no significant
labor savings, but very high capital cost penalties, compared to the USM steel die fabric
cutting system. Hence, only the steel die system was considered in the following analy-
sis. Secondly, the automated final part trimming system also led to lower costs than the
manual system. The automated system was the only system considered in the following
analysis.
The cost models comparing thermoset and thermoplastic prepreg fabrication
techniques and manual versus automated techniques revealed interesting results.
The final part cost depended on material form (fabric or tape) part geometry (simple or
complex), fabrication technique (manual versus automated, autoclave versus compres-
sion mold), production volume, and material cost. Furthermore, while automated tech-
niques led to significant savings in total fabrication labor hours, the capital costs, with
some automated techniques, were so high that the final part cost was as high or higher
than the manual technique for a given part design.
4.1 CASE STUDIES
Case studies were run which considered various part sizes, geometries, and pro-
duction volumes to find which resin/ fiber system and production process was the most
cost effective for that particular application. These case studies are listed in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. CASE STUDIES FOR COST MODELS
THERMOPLASTIC AND THERMOSET PREPREG MATERIALS
COMPLEX
FACTOR
LAYUP (surface
THICK- HEIGHT PROJECTED area/
PART WEIGHT NESS LENGTH WIDTH PERIMETER AREA projected
SHA2E LBS. INCHES FEET FEET FEET INCHES SQ.IN. area
A)
FLAT 16.5 0.08 6 3.9 0.2 237 3400 1.05
PANEL
B)
I-SPAR 16.5 0.08 7 1 1 384 1008 3.5
C)
CURVED 16.5 0.8 3 3.9 0.4 237 1700 2.1
PANEL
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In order to identify what factors are most important in manufacturing parts from
thermoset or thermoplastic materials, the case studies in Table 4 have been simplified
with respect to part size, weight, and complexity. The same part weight and layup
thickness was used for cases A - C. Only the geometry of the part was varied. Case A is
a simple, flat panel with a surface area to projected area ratio of 1. Case B is an I-spar
or I-beam (with reference to its cross sectional shape) of 7 foot length. This highly
complex shape has a surface to projected area ratio of 3.5. Case C is essentially a high-
ly curved Case A panel with a surface to projected area ratio of 2. In all case studies, a
total production volume of 200 parts to be manufactured in one year was employed.
4.2 MATERIAL SCRAP RATES AND CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELD COM-
PARISON
Because of the different individual process step yields for thermoset and
thermoplastic composite processing, the process material scrap rates for pattern cutting
and trimming as well as the final cumulative process yield differed for thermoplastics
and thermosets. These differences could be broken down by material form, fabric or
tape. Table 5 shows these differences. For thermoset fabric prepreg formed by
autoclave or compression molding, the material scrap rate was 23% of the total part
weight. The final cumulative process yield was 91.3%. For thermoset tape prepreg,
while the cumulative process yield remained the same at 91.3%, the material scrap rate
was 18.5% because of the lower scrap resulting from cutting and laying up tape com-
pared with fabric. Thermoplastic fabric or tape shows higher cumulative process yields
of 96.1% for all molding processes and material scrap rates of 20% and 15.2%, respec-
tively.
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TABLE 5. MATERIAL SCRAP RATES AND CUMULATIVE PROCESS YIELDS FOR
THERMOSET AND THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE PART FABRICATION PROCESSES
Material Cumulative
Process Material Form S/lb scrap % process yield %
Autoclave Thermoset
or Fabric $50 23.0% 91.3%
Compression
Mold
Autoclave Thermoplastic
or Fabric $90 20.0% 96.1%
Compression
Mold
Autoclave Thermoset
or Tape $38 18.5% 91.3%
Compression
Mold
Autoclave Thermoplastic
or Tape $90 15.2% 96.1%
Compression
Mold
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4.3 PART GEOMETRY CASE STUDY RESULTS: PART AND PROCESS
COSTS
Tables 6 - 9 show the case study results for each of the part geometry cases A -
C. Each table breaks down the results by 1) autoclave or compression molding; 2)
thermoset or thermoplastic; 3) fabric or tape; 4) manual or automated tape layup. Calcu-
lated values shown in each table are 1) total part cost; 2) manufacturing process cost per
part; 3) process cost per pound of part; 4) total manufacturing process hours per part;
and 5) manufacturing process hours per pound of part.
The values of process cost per pound of part (PC) and process hours per pound
of part (PH) are a great deal more important in discerning of the advantages of
thermoplastic composite part manufacture over thermosets. Since the thermoplastic
composite material market is still quite small, the cost of the material at $90 per pound
has not yet decreased with increased sales volume. Hence, the high material cost penal-
izes the final manufactured part cost. The process cost per pound of part subtracts out
the material cost per part and considers only the value added by the manufacturing pro-
cess.
Both PC and PH are standard calculations made in the aerospace industry for
composite materials. The industry averages for these values for autoclave molding of
thermoset composite materials are $100 - 150 per pound of part and 3 - 9 hours per
pound of part depending on the part complexity. With these values in mind, we can be-
gin to compare the values calculated for thermoplastic composites in the Tables.
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4.3.1 Case Study A Results: Flat Panel
Table 6 shows the results for part geometry Case A for a flat panel of 16.5
pounds. The values in the table are for the manufacture of the 200th part. The first sec-
tion shows the results for prepreg fabric cut with a steel rule die cutting system and
manually laid up. The PCs for thermoset material formed in an autoclave or compres-
sion press are $184 and $127, respectively. In contrast, the PCs for thermoplastic
material are $102 and $98, respectively. The PHs for thermoplastic composites are also
much lower than for the thermoset composite parts.
Overall, the PCs and PHs are lower for the compression molding of any material
compared with autoclave molding. This is surprising considering that the autoclave pro-
cess is the primary process used by the aerospace industry. In fact, the total manufactur-
ing hours for compression molding of thermoplastic composite are as low as 12 hours
per part compared with 36 hours per part for the autoclave molding of thermoset com-
posite.
Looking down Table 6 at the results for 3" prepreg tape manually laid up or laid
up with an automated tapelayer, shows the significant variation in PC and PH. The
lowest values of PC are for the compression molding of thermoplastic fabric or tape
with manual tapelaying. As expected, the cases with the lowest PH values correspond
with parts with the lowest PC values.
Clearly, though the thermoplastic final part cost is high because of the material's
high cost of $90 per pound, the process costs and process hours are a great deal lower
than those for thermosets.
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TABLE 6. CASE STUDY RESULTS FOR CASE A - FLAT PANEL
FOR ALL BELOW, FABRIC PREPREG WAS STEEL DIE CUT AND MANUALLY LAID UP.
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS' TOTAL PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB PROCESS HOURS/LB
PROCESS MATERIAL COST PART OF PART HOURS OF PART
--- ------------------------------------------------------------------
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $3,036 $1,998 $184 36.46 2.21
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOSET $3,126 $2,087 $127 30.02 1.82
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,476 $1,791 $102 24.34 1.48
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,409 $1,617 $98 13.13 0.8
--------------------------------------------------
FOR ALL BELOW, 3" WIDTH TAPE WAS MANUALLY CUT AND LAID UP.
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS TOTAL PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB PROCESS HOURS/LB
PROCESS MATERIAL COST PART OF PART HOURS OF PART
---------------------------------------------------
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $2,500 $1,756 $151 34.34 2.08
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,395 $1,696 $103 24.91 1.5
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,304 $1,605 $97 14.31 0.87
-------------------------------------------------
FOR ALL BELOW, 3" WIDTH TAPE WAS LAID UP WITH AUTOMATED TAPELAYER.
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS TOTAL PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB PROCESS HOURS/LB
PROCESS MATERIAL COST PART OF PART HOURS OF PART
-------------------------------------------------
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $2,815 $2,071 $171 32.4 1.96
CcMPRE2S ION
MOLD THERMOSET $2,817 $2,074 $126 25.97 1.57
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $4,190 $1,699 $151 23.8 1.44
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,814 $2,114 $128 12.88 0.7,8
-------------------------------------------------
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Table 7 shows the effect on PC and PH when all of the unit operation process
yields are set at 100%. This assumes that no bad parts are made. While the thermoset
PCs and PHs decrease compared to the previous table, they still do not reach those of
the thermoplastic material.
4.3.2 Case Study B Results: I-Spar
Table 8 shows the PC and PH calculations for the 16.5 pound I-Spar. Again, the
values are for the 200th part. Compared to the Case A PC and PH values, the thermoset
and thermoplastic PC and PH values are higher. However, the difference between the
thermoset and thermoplastic values appears smaller. This occurs because of the in-
flexibility of the thermoplastic material and the difficulty in making the fabric bend dur-
ing layup into a complex shape. This problem affects manual tapelaying more than
manual fabric laying because of the higher labor intensity of the tapelaying process.
However, with a few exceptions, the thermoplastic values are still lower than the
thermoset values.
4.3.3 Case Study C Results: Curved Panel
Table 9 shows the PC and PH calculations for the 200th 16.5 pound curved
panel. For both thermosets and thermoplastics, the values are only slightly higher than
those for Case A. This makes sense since Case C is simply a curved Case A. :h2.Total
Labor hours as part complexity increases
Figures 26 showS how part curvature affects the total labor manufacturing
hours.
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TABLE 7. CASE STUDY RESULTS FOR CASE A - FLAT PANEL
THOSE BELOW REPRESENT OPTIMAL CASE OF 100% PROCESS CUMULATIVE YIELD.
STEEL DIE CUT FABRIC IS USED FOR THESE PARTS.
PROCESS MATERIAL
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOSET
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB
COST PART OF PART
$2,401 $1,363
$2,507 $1,469
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,020
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $2,969
$1,230
$1, 179
$146
$89
$75
$71
TOTAL PROCESS
PROCESS HOURS/LB
HOURS OF PART
35.35
29.17
23.87
12.83
2.14
1.77
1.45
0.78
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TABLE 8. CASE STUDY RESULTS FOR CASE B - I-BEAM
FOR ALL BELOW, FABRIC PREPREG WAS STEEL DIE CUT AND MANUALLY LAID UP.
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS TOTAL PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB PROCESS HOURS/LB
PROCESS MATERIAL COST PART OF PART HOURS OF PART
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $3,578 $2,534 $217 47.11 2.86
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOSET $3,564 $2,519 $153 38.15 2.31
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,843 $1,801 $124 32.09 1.94
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,409 $2,067 $125 19.29 1.17
--------------------------------------------------
FOR ALL BELOW, 3" WIDTH TAPE WAS MANUALLY CUT AND LAID UP.
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $2,664 $2,001 $161 40.14 2.45
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $4,581 $2,873 $174 51.6 3.13
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $4,464 $2,745 $166 14.31 2.21
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TABLE 9. CASE STUDY RESULTS FOR CASE C - CURVED PANEL
FOR ALL BELOW, FABRIC PREPREG WAS STEEL DIE CUT AND MANUALLY LAID UP.
TOTAL PROCESS PROCESS TOTAL PROCESS
PART COST PER COST/LB PROCESS HOURS/LB
PROCESS MATERIAL COST PART OF PART HOURS OF PART
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET $3,210 $2,172 $195 41.32 2.5
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOSET $3,269 $2,163 $135 33.97 2.06
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,531 $1,739 $105 26.8 1.62
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,538 $1,747 $105 15.46 0.94
FOR ALL BELOW, 3" WIDTH TAPE WAS MANUALLY CUT AND LAID UP.
AUTOCLAVE THERMOSET 2357 1698 $143 34.00 2.08
AUTOCLAVE THERMOPLASTIC $3,752 $2,053 $124 34.00 2.08
COMPRESSION
MOLD THERMOPLASTIC $3,694 $1,985 $120 22.00 1.36
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FIGURE 26. LABOR HRS VS. PART COMPLEXITY
AUTOCLAVE MOLDING OF FABRIC OR TAPE
TOTAL LABOR HOURS PER PART
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4
SURFACE AREA/ PROJECTED AREA OF PART
THERMOSET, FABRIC
& THERMOSET, TAPE
- . THERMOPLASTIC,FABRIC
-E THERMOPLASTIC, TAPE
MANUAL TAPE LAYUP; FABRIC DIE CUTTING
90
60
50
40
30
20
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Like the comparison of the flat and curved panels above, parts made from
manually laid up prepreg tape are more strongly affected by part curvature than parts
made from fabric.
4.4 Factor cost breakdown: Labor, Materials, Capital
Figures 27 and 28 show cost breakdowns by factor for part Case A made of
thermoplastic and thermoset tape laid up manually and by automation. For autoclaving
of both materials, material costs dominate averaging 50% of total costs for thermosets
and 60% for thermoplastics. Labor costs follow averaging 40% for thermosets and 30%
for thermoplastics. The remainder is capital costs. While automated tape layup lowers
labor costs, capital costs increase significantly.
For compression molding, material costs average 40% for thermosets and 50%
for thermoplastics. Labor costs follow averaging 30% for thermosets and 25% for
thermoplastics. The remainder is capital costs for each.
4.5 Thermoplastic versus Thermoset Unit Operation Comparison
Table 10 will be used as a key to the following unit operation cost and labor
hour figures. Figure 29 shows a cost breakdown for the autoclave forming of prepreg
fabric cut with a steel die system. The costs are for the 200th part for Case A (flat part).
The thermoplastic unit operation costs are lower except for operation 7, autoclave form-
ing. This occurs because of the higher cost of an autoclave which -must reach the
temperture of 350 degrees C required to mold the thermoplastic material.
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TABLE 10. KEY TO UNIT OPERATION LABOR HOUR AND COST GRAPHS
UNIT OPERATION NUMBER
1) CUT FABRIC PREPREG PLIES
2) STACK AND KIT FABRIC PREPREG PLIES
3) FABRIC PREPREG AND/ OR PROCESS MATERIAL LAYUP
4) AUTOMATED OR MANUAL TAPE PREPREG LAYUP
5) DEBULK THERMOSET PREPREG PLIES OR PRESS
CONSOLIDATE THERMOPLASTIC PREPREG PLIES
6) BAG AND DEBAG PREPREG LAYUP FOR AUTOCLAVE
MOLDING
7) AUTOCLAVE OR PRESS MOLDING
8) SUBSTEP: TOOL PREPARATION FOR MOLDING
9) OVEN POSTCURING FOR THERMOSET PREPREG OR
OVEN POST- ANNEALING FOR THERMPLASTIC PREPREG
10) FINAL PART EDGE TRIMMING BY MANUAL OR AUTOMATED
ROUTING
11) INSPECTION AFTER EACH UNIT OPERATION AND FINAL
PART INSPECTION
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FIGURE 27. FACTOR COST BREAKDOWN
AUTOCLAVE, MANUAL TAPE LAYUP
FACTOR INPUT COSTS PER PART (Thousands)
$2
$1.5
$1
$0.5
$0
-THERMOSET THERMOPLASTIC
FIGURE 28. FACTOR COST BREAKDOWN
AUTOCLAVE, AUTOMATED TAPE LAYUP
FACTOR INPUT COSTS PER PART (Thousands)
MATERIALS LABOR CAPITAL
FACTOR INPUTS
-THERMOSET THERMOPLASTIC
FLAT PART 93
MATERIALS LABOR CAPITAL
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FIGURE 29. COST PER UNIT OPERATION
AUTOCLAVE, FABRIC, DIE CUT
COST PER UNIT OPERATION $/PART
1 3 4 5 7 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
-THERMOSET THERMOPLASTIC
FIGURE 30.LABOR HOURS / UNIT OPERATION
AUTOCLAVE, FABRIC, DIE CUT
LABOR HOURS PER UNIT OPERATION PER PART
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
-THERMOSET
FLAT PART; SEE TABLE 10 FOR X AXIS KEY
THERMOPLASTIC
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Unit operation costs 3 (fabric layup), 5 (ply debulking), and 11 (inspection) are
much higher for the thermoset. This fact can be explained by looking at Figure 30
which shows that higher labor hours are required for layup and inspection of the
thermoset part than for the thermoplastic part. Thermoset prepreg, because, of its
"stickiness" takes longer to lay up than thermoplastic. The inspection step is longer for
thermosets than thermoplastics because total inspection time is directly proportional to
the total time for the other unit operations. Figure 30 shows that operation 9 (oven post
curing) is significantly longer for thermosets than the oven post annealing of
thermoplastics.
Figure 31 shows the cost of unit operations for compression molding of the
same flat part, Case A. Here, by far the most expensive step is operation 7 (compression
molding). This occurs because of the high cost tool necessary. The tool cost averages
$350,000 for the Case A part of 6 x 3.9 square feet. Again, operation 3 (fabric layup),
because of its labor intensity, is also an expensive operation.
Figure 32 shows a breakdown of the labor hours for the same compression
molded flat part. Overall, the labor hours per unit operation are significantly lower than
for the autoclave molding of the same flat part.
Figure 33 and 34 show the costs and labor hours for the compression molding of
part Case B (I-beam) from steel die cut fabric. These graphs shows similar thermoset/
thermoplastic unit operation cost ratios as Figures 31 and 32 for the compression
molded flat part. Again, the most expensive step is the compression molding step be-
cause of the high cost tool.
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FIGURE 31. COST PER UNIT OPERATION
COMPRESSION MOLDING, FABRIC, DIECUT
COST PER UNIT OPERATION $/PART
1 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
- THERMOSET 2 THERMOPLASTIC
FIGURE 32. LABOR HOURS / UNIT OPERATION
COMPRESSION MOLDING, FABRIC, DIECUT
LABOR HOURS PER UNIT OPERATION PER PART
[
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
- THERMOSET F/ THERMOPLASTIC
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FIGURE 33. COST PER UNIT OPERATION
COMPRESSION MOLDING FABRIC, DIECUT
COST PER UNIT OPERATION $/PART
1 3 4 5 7 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
-THERMOSET THERMOPLASTIC
FIGURE 34. LABOR HOURS / UNIT OPERATION
COMPRESSION MOLDING, FABRIC, DIECUT
LABOR HOURS PER UNIT OPERATION PER PART
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11
UNIT OPERATION
-THERMOSET THERMOPLASTIC
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4.6 Thermoplastic versus Thermoset Layup Labor Hour Comparison
One of the most significant differences between thermoset and thermoplastic
composite part fabrication lies in the material layup step. The reasons for the difference
were outlined in previous chapters. This section will explore the labor hour differences
between the two materials depending on the prepreg cutting and layup technique.
Figure 35 shows how prepreg pattern cutting and layup hours vary with produc-
tion volume for Case A (flat part). Two techniques are shown- prepreg fabric cut with
steel die and manually laid up and tape manually laid up. The labor hours for the
thermoplastic fabric are the lowest while there is little difference between the thermoset
fabric and the thermoplastic tape. The learning curves for the tape process are much
steeper than for the fabric process which makes sense because of the higher labor in-
tensity of the tapelaying process.
Figure 36 shows the automated tape layup of Case A. Because of the very slow
speed of the thermoplastic tapelayer of 120 inches per minute, the labor hours are much
higher than for the thermoset tapelayer at 600 inches per minute.
Figure 37 shows how prepreg cutting and layup hours vary for Case B (I-Spar).
The layup hours in this figure are much higher than in Figure 35 for the flat part.
Similar to the results for flat part layup, there is little difference in layup hours for the
thermoset or thermoplastic fabrics. The layup hours for the tape, as expected, are much
higher.
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FIGURE 35. CUT & LAYUP HRS VS.PRODUCTION
THERMOPLASTIC VS. THERMOSET
CUT & LAYUP HOURS PER PART
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
TOTAL PRODUCTION VOLUME
THERMOSET FABRIC
& THERMOSET TAPE/MANUAL LAY
-- THERMOPLASTIC FABRIC
- THERMOPLASTIC TAPE/MANUA L t.A'/iUP
FIG.36 CUT & LAYUP HOURS VS. PRODUCTION
THERMOPLASTIC VS. THERMOSET
CUT & LAYUP HOURS PER PART
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
TOTAL PRODUCTION VOLUME
THERMOSET
FLAT PART; AUTOMATED TAPE LAYUP
±1 THERMOPLASTIC
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FIG. 37 CUT & LAYUP HOURS VS. PRODUCTION
THERMOPLASTIC VS. THERMOSET
CUT & LAYUP HOURS PER PART
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FIGURE 38. FACTOR COST BREAKDOWN
AUTOCLAVE, THERMOSET
FACTOR INPUT COSTS PER PART $(Thousands)
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4.7 Automation Effects on Composite Part costs
This section will consider how automation affects the total part, labor, and capi-
tal costs for Case A. Figure 38 shows a factor cost breakdown for a flat panel made by
three different techniques. While the automated tapelaying technique saves on labor
costs, it drives up capital costs. Figure 38 shows that the best system in terms of labor
and capital costs is the fabric steel die cutting system. However, the material cost for the
thermoset fabric ($501 pound) necessary to use this system is higher than the thermoset
tape material cost ($38/ pound).
4.8 Effect of Production Volume on Total, labor, and Capital Costs
This section will how consider production volume affects the final part, labor,
and capital costs for part geometries Case A and B. As production volume increases,
labor costs decrease due to learning curve effects. Capital costs decrease as annual
equipment costs are spread over a greater volume of parts. Capital costs are also linearly
related to the total time that the equipment is in use to make the part. Hence, capital
costs decrease faster with a steep labor learning curve as well as with short processing
times.
These effects lead to lower part costs as volume increases. However, these ef-
fects do not occur at the same rate. The rates depend on part geometry and layup tech-
nique (manual tape layup, automated tape layup, steel die cut fabric). The rates also
depend on how high the initial capital costs were. For the Cincinnati- Milacron
tapelayer with initial costs of $1,500,000, the capital cost rate of decrease is quite slow.
For the USM fabric steel die cutting system with initial costs of about $120,000, the rate
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of decrease is fast.
First, Case A (flat part) will be considered. Figure 39 shows the total part cost as
a function of production volume for thermoset and thermoplastic prepreg fabric cut with
a steel die cutter and molded by autoclave or press. The autoclave model, while initially
showing higher part costs, shows a slightly faster decrease in part cost as production
volume increases. The cost difference between the autoclave and compression molding
curves averages about $450.
Again, showing simply part costs biases the case for thermoplastics. Hence, Fig-
ures 40 and 41, which show only labor and capital costs as a function of production
volume for the flat part, best compare thermoplastic and thermoset composites. Figure
flat3 shows a labor cost breakdown of the part costs shown in Figure flat2. The
thermoplastic fabric molded by press shows, by far, the lowest labor costs for the flat
part. Again, a higher labor learning rate for the autoclave model occurs because of the
higher manual labor input necessary for autoclave molding of thermoset or
thermoplastic parts.
Figure 41 shows a capital cost breakdown of the part costs shown in Figure 39.
The thermoset and thermoplastic autoclave molding cost curves are the same while the
thermoplastic press molding cost curve shows a much faster rate of decrease than the
thermoset cost curve. This occurs because of the much shorter press molding time
needed for thermoplastic molding.
Figure 42 shows the total part cost as a function of production volume for Case
B (I-Spar) for thermoset and thermoplastic fabric prepreg. Unlike the results shown if
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FIG. 39 PART COST VS. PRODUCTION VOLUME
AUTOCLAVE OR PRESS MOLDING OF FABRIC
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FIG. 40 LABOR COST VS. PRODUCTION VOLUME
AUTOCLAVE OR PRESS MOLDING OF FABRIC
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FIG. 41 CAPITAL COST VS. PRODUCTION
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FIG. 42 PART COST VS. PRODUCTION VOLUME
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FIG. 43 PART COST VS. PRODUCTION VOLUME
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0
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Figure 39 for the flat panel, the cost difference between the autoclave and com-
pression molding costs averages only $200 for both thermoset and thermoplastic fabric
parts. In fact, the shape of all the curves is quite similar.
4.9 Effect of Thermoplastic composite material cost on part cost
Figures 43 shows the effect of lowering thermoplastic prepreg fabric cost from
its current market value of $90 per pound in the production of a flat panel. When the
material cost is lowered to $70 per pound, the cost of the thermoplastic flat part matches
the cost of the thermoset fabric part. The thermoset fabric costs $50 per pound.
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5 CONCLUSION
This study has successfully built production cost models for the most com-
monly used polymer composite part fabrication techniques used by the aerospace in-
dustry. For thermoset materials, these techniques include autoclave molding and in-
tegrally heated closed tool molding. Though less commonly used, compression
molding for thermoset composites was also modeled in order to show the relative
processing economics of this technique compared with the autoclave molding techni-
que.
The most commonly used techniques for the production of thermoplastic
composite parts were also modeled. Like thermoset composite techniques, these
models include autoclave molding, integrally heated tool molding, and compression
molding. While these techniques may not be the most cost efficient way to fabricate
thermoplastic parts nor the way to best take advantage of the ease of processing of
this material, it was decided to model these techniques in order to illustrate what
poor manufacturing choices are being made in the US aerospace industry. It would
seem that these choices are inhibiting the development of thermoplastic composites
instead of assisting development.
Production cost modeling of the most common thermoset and thermoplastic
prepreg composite part fabrication techniques of autoclave and compression molding
revealed a problem inherent to the material form. The prepreg material as either fab-
ric or tape requires a labor intensive layup step which has not been alleviated by any
automation technique to date. While significant savings in the molding of
thermoplastics was realized because of the short molding cycle, the savings were not
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so apparent because of the layup step.
Automating the tape layup step by use of current automated tapelayer designs
such as the Cincinnati- MIlacron tapelayer led to significantly increased capital costs
relative to the labor cost savings achieved for both thermoset and thermoplastic
prepreg layup. For the fabric cutting step, two systems were considered- the more
commonly used Gerber reciprocating knife and the rarely used steel rule die fabric
cutter. Like the automated tapelayer, the Gerber cutter led to significant capital costs
relative to the labor cost savings. The steel rule die cutter was, by far, the most cost
efficient system. This system was used in all of the cost model sensitivity analyses.
The automation of the final part trimming step by use of a 5-axis robotic router also
led to lower trimming unit operation costs.
The prepreg material form creates the highest factor input cost for the pro-
cesses studied because of the high costs for both the thermoset and thermoplastic
prepregs. Thermoset prepreg costs range from $38 - $50 per pound while
thermoplastic prepregs average $90 per pound. In the part fabrication studies carried
out, thermoset prepreg material costs averaged 30 - 40% of total part cost no matter
what process was chosen or what material form was used. Thermoplastic prepreg
costs average as high as 50 - 60%. However, the high cost for thermoplastic prepregs
can be disregarded as long as the market for the material remains so low that sales
have not yet justified a decrease in the material cost per pound.
The thermoplastic prepreg material scrap rate and cumulative process yield
are lower and higher, respectively, compared with thermoset prepregs because of the
ability to repair and reprocess the thermoplastic prepreg during part fabrication. This
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means that the current higher cost of the thermoplastic prepreg is somewhat al-
leviated by the more efficient material use in thermoplastic prepreg part fabrication.
The production cost model sensitivity analysis showed that while process
cost savings for thermoplastic over thermoset prepregs are not as low as they could
be because of the labor intensive layup step, significant savings in process cost per
pound of part (PC) and process hours per pound of part (PH) are achieved for
thermoplastic composite prepregs over thermosets. As Tables 6 - 9 showed,
thermosets prepregs averaged PC and PH values of $150 - $180 and 2.2 - 2.5 for
autoclave molding, respectively. In contrast, thermoplastics averaged $100 - $125
and 1.5 - 1.8, respectively. For the compression molding process, the difference be-
tween thermoset and thermoplastic composites is more dramatic. Thermoset prepreg
average PC and PH values were $125 and 1.7 - 2, respectively. Thermoplastic
prepregs average $100 and 0.8, respectively.
The autoclave molding of thermoplastic prepregs was clearly not the more
cost efficient technique for part fabrication. Compression molding came a closer to
achieving optimal fabrication economics for thermoplastics as well as illustrating the
significant process cost and labor savings that can be achieved with this material.
Compression molding is not the optimal processing technique for
thermoplastic composites. Most probably, the superforming technique, most often
used to form aluminum parts and currently being developed through joint efforts by
ICI and the British firm, Superform. Another promising technique is thermoforming
of thermoplastic composite parts- a process currently under development by Phillips
Petroleum. However, as long as the Air Force and US aerospace firms are not will-
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ing to commit the capital necessary to invest in superforming or thermoforming
equipment, optimal processing economics for thermoplastic composites will not be
achieved.
Because of the better process economics which can be achieved with
thermoplastic composites, economics which also improve as part complexity in-
creases, the cost of thermoplastic fabric prepreg, currently at $90 per pound, does not
need to decrease to the current thermoset prepreg fabric cost at $50 per pound in or-
der to compete. It was found that the thermoplastic prepreg cost must decrease to $72
per pound in order for a thermoplastic prepreg part to match the final part cost of an
autoclave molded thermoset prepreg part of simple geometry, such as a flat panel,
when the same technique is employed. It was also found that the thermoplastic
prepreg cost must decrease to only $78 per pound in order to match the final part
cost of a compression molded thermoset prepreg part of complex geometry, such as
an I-spar.
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APPENDIX A. TOOL FABRICATION HOUR DATA FOR OPEN STEEL AUTOCLAVE TOOLS
TABLE 1.
KEY TO PART SHAPES: TRAPEZOID=1, RECTANGLE=2, TRIANGLE=3,
IRREGULAR SHAPE=4, AIRFOIL=5
ASSEMBLED
PARTS part part
lengthwidth lxw
tool
wetted fabri-
area cation
in in sq.in sq.in hours
tool
tool life
mate-
rial
tool
mate-
# rial
parts cost$
skin-1 300
aileron-4 93
aileron-4 37
ribcap 98
ribcap 70
fr.spar 108
skin 143
NON-
ASSEMBLED part part
PART lengthwidth
in in
part wetted
thick area
in sq.in
part part tool part
perim- material fabri- fabri-
eter volume cation cation
in cu.in hours hours
I-spar 4
I-spar 12
curvc-rib 3
str c-rib 3
str c-rib 4
sol.panel 2
san.panel 2
cur.panel 3
fairing 2
fairing 3
stringer
stringer
:8 12 0.10
.0 12 0.07
.6 24 0.08
6 24 0.08
8 4 0.05
4 36 0.14
4 36 1.29
6 24 0.14
4 12 0.17
6 120 0.22
4 120 0.10
4 48 0.10
120
11
12
26
18
8
113
36000
2866
608
2548
1260
1468.8
6624
2548
1260
864
8080
1767
3188
3440
356
391
701
55
608
1260
1469
2548
2866
6624
36000
3440
391
701
356
3188
550
1767
114
6123
3993
2314
2542
228
174
576
1440
192
192
192
864
1728
864
288
4320
480
192
120
264
104
104
104
120
120
120
72
312
248
104
0
0
16.1
16.1
9.2
124.4
497.7
124.4
48.4
933.1
46.1
18.4
17.3
37.8
19.1
19.1
19.08
2.9
10.3
19.08
22.7
19.1
20.52
20.52
29.7
84.11
16.7
16.7
15.78
29.5
151.5
59.2
25.3
83
18.11
14.81
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TABLE 2. TOOL AND PART FABRICATION HOURS
------- ----------------------------------------------------------
NOTE: Several of the parts listed in this section are a breakdown of the
part subunits of the ASSEMBLED PARTS listed in Table 1.
KEY TO PART SHAPES: TRAPEZOID=1, RECTANGLE=2, TRIANGLE=3,
IRREGULAR SHAPE=4, AIRFOIL=5
AILERON composite composite alumin- alumin-
Total part area part part material material num num
sq.in 3792 mate- pro- tool part tool part
rial jected fabri- manu- fabri- fabri-
sub- # area cation facture cation cation
parts 1 w ply sq.in hours hours hours hours
-------------------------------------------------
skin 2 24 36 16 864 20.74 55.30 25.60 122.88
spar 1 36 4 30 144 4.32 12.96 5.33 28.80
rib 2 24 4 30 96 19.01 34.56 23.47 76.80
corrug 2 24 36 16 864 55.30 55.30 68.27 122.88
actual total 82.00 140.24 101.23 311.64
FUSELAGE
Total part area
sq.in 3216
skin 1 24 60 36 1440
corrug 1 24 60 24 1440
rib 4 24 4 24 96
spar 2 60 4 24 240
actual total
FUSELAGE
Total part area
sq.in 7440
31.68
46.08
38.02
20.40
82.00
155.52
34.56
55.30
34.56
201.00
1
90.79 213.45
skin 1 96 36 36 3456 76.03 373.25
corrug 1 96 36 24 3-456 110.59 82.94
spar 2 24 384 23.04 55.30
rib 4 24 144 57.02 82.94
actual total 82.08 224.18 118.80 449.78
CARGO DOOR
Total part area
sq.in 17928
skin 1 108 180 36 7776 559.87 93.31
beam 1 144 4 50 576 57.60 17.28
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TABLE . REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR TOOL FABRICATION HOURS
Regression Output:
toolmake Constant
hr Std Err of Y Est
0
497
680.5
1333
2290
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s) 0.280605
Std Err of Coef. 0.026925
200.4458
167.2540
0.973120
5
3
BEAM projectd
SHAPE area
sq.in
i-spar
toolmake
hr
0
576
1440
Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
0 R Squared
173 No. of Observations
378 Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.
SIMPLE projectd
PART area
sq in
CURVED 6624
PANEL 0
864
36000
BEAM projectd
SHAPE area
sq.in
c-rib
toolmake
hr
55
0
19.08
1767
toolmake
hr
0
2548
192
Regression Output:
Constant 5.838805
Std Err of Y Est 8.941192
R Squared 0.948745
No. of Observations 3
Degrees of Freedom 1
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.
0.007553
0.001755
Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
0 R Squared
300 No. of Observations
30 Degrees of Freedom
3.674453
5.420622
0.999461
3
1
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.
COMPLFX pr.,jectd
SHAPE area
sq. in
corru-
gated
ribs
0
1440
3456
7776
toolmake
hr
0
14.4
34.56
62.2
Regression Output:
Constant 2.724879
,Std Err of Y Est 3.992019
R Squared 0.985389
No. of Observations 4
Degrees of Freedom 2
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.
0.007911
0.000681
SOURCE: DoD/NASA COMPOSITE PART FABRICATION GUIDE
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COCURED
COMPLEX
PART
aileron
fuselage
fuselage
door
projectd
area
sq in
0
864
1440
3456
7776
8.605263
17.68213
0.995634
3
1
0.260508
0.017250
0.116414
0.002701
APPENDIX B. EQUIPMENT SIZE AND COST REGRESSION ANALYSIS
COMPRESSION MOLDING HYDRAULIC PRESS REGRESSION
PRESS PRESS
TONNAGE COST$
Regression Output:
500.00 265000 Constant 268378
600.00 357000 Std Err of Y Est 88388
700.00 396900 R Squared 0.57
800 453600 No. of Observations 9.00
900.00 510300 Degrees of Freedom 7.00
1000.0 650000
1000.0 415000 X Coefficient(s) 199.93
1500.0 542000 Std Err of Coef. 65.88
2000.0 625000
OVEN COST REGRESSION ANALYSIS
OVEN VOLUME OVEN COST $ Regression Output:
CUBIC FEET Constant 12129
200.00 259200 Std Err of Y Est 48014
300.00 402400 R Squared 0.98
400 518400 No. of Observations 9.00
500.00 730000 Degrees of Freedom 7.00
600.0 777600
700.0 907200 X Coefficient(s) 1315.93
800.0 1158000 Std Err of Coef. 61.99
900.0 1166400
1000.0 1296000
SOURCE: WILLIAMS WHITE PRESS, ERIE PRESS SYSTEMS
BARON BLAKESLEE AUTOCLAVES & OVENS, THERMAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR AUTOCLAVE COST SCALING COEFFI-
AUTOCLAVE
VOLUME $ THOUSANDS
CUBIC FEET
5000 750 Regression Output:
1862 500 Constant 102.7040
320 175 Std Err of Y Est 82.47629
180 85 R Squared 0.926248
320 110 No. of Observations 6
500 130 Degrees of Freedom 4
X Coefficient(s) 0.138569
Std Err of Coef. 0.019550
SOURCE: BARON BLAKESLEE AUTOCLAVES, A & A AUTOCLAVES
CIENT
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